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(From L-R) Iranian Supreme Leader representative in Syria Abou Fadl Attabtabai, Hezbollah executive board Vice-President Nabil Qaouk
sitting next to Adnan Badreddine and Ali Badreddine the brother and son of slain commander Mustafa Badreddine during a memorial
ceremony in Damascus, on May 17th.

James Bruce

Beirut

T

he assassination of Mustafa Badreddine, Hezbollah’s military commander
in Syria, supposedly at
the hands of anti-regime
rebels, may prove to be a seminal
event in that complex war and one
that leaves the Party of God precariously exposed both in Syria and at
home facing an old enemy: Israel.
Hezbollah has been since its
creation during Israel’s 1982 invasion of Lebanon Tehran’s creature,
the first of its armed proxies under
a long-term strategic plan to extend
Shia power across the Sunni-dominated region.
That is one of the principal reasons it is fighting alongside Iran to
save the Assad regime in Damascus,
Tehran’s main Arab ally since 1980,
from collapse. Another has to do
with its own preservation: Keeping
open its supply lifeline to Iran via
Damascus.

Badreddine’s death, which Hezbollah unconvincingly attributed to
Syrian rebels, on May 12th is unlikely to signal any change in the party’s
deepening involvement in Syria’s
messy war, its biggest military intervention outside Lebanon.
There are few veteran commanders left to take over from
Badreddine, but there is a whole
new generation of hardened warriors emerging from the 5-year-old
bloodbath in Syria that has turned
Hezbollah from a ragtag guerrilla
force into a quasi-conventional
army reputedly with 150,000 missiles in its arsenal, a transformation
that alarms the Israelis.

The assassination
of Mustafa
Badreddine may
leave Hezbollah
precariously
exposed both in
Syria and at home.

Even so, analyst Ali Hashem said
replacing Badreddine, one of the
last of his generation from Hezbollah’s early days, will be difficult.
Badreddine succeeded the iconic
Imad Mughniyeh, his cousin and
brother-in-law, after Mughniyeh
was assassinated in a February
2008 US-Israeli operation in Damascus.
“For the first time in many years
there will be a new commander
from outside the legend of Badreddine… and Imad Mughniyeh,”
Hashem said.
With the veteran Badreddine
gone, some sources said Hezbollah’s force in Syria will fall under
greater Iranian control than it has
been so far and that could create
turbulence.
There appear to be growing
strains in Hezbollah’s relationship
with Iran that might explain the absence of formal Iranian condolences for Badreddine’s demise, unlike
the profuse outpourings from Tehran that marked the death of other
Hezbollah luminaries.
There are persistent reports of

friction between Hezbollah forces
in Syria and Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps and the Shia
mercenaries it uses to fight Assad’s
enemies to maintain Tehran’s expanding dominion in the Levant.
Several sources say Badreddine
refused Iranian demands he commit more Hezbollah forces to the
pivotal battle around Aleppo because his casualties were already
too high and that he met senior Iranians shortly before he was killed.
“Badreddine’s true killers will
not be revealed any time soon,” observed Beirut-based Hanin Ghaddar of the Atlantic Council, “but
the tension between Hezbollah and
Iran will be exposed and inflamed
with every loss, every assassination
and every betrayal.”

especially after its relations with
important allies Italy and Russia
were negatively affected over the
past year.
“We cannot lose our allies one af-

ter another,” Amira al-Shanawani,
of the think-tank Egyptian Council
for Foreign Affairs, said.
Egyptian-Russian relations were
damaged in late October 2015 when
a Russian plane, which had taken
off from Sharm el-Sheikh International Airport, crashed over Sinai,
killing all 224 people on board. The
Islamic State claimed responsibility
in that incident, which investigators concluded was likely caused by
a bomb.
Egyptian-Italian ties started deteriorating early this year after the
death of an Italian researcher near
Cairo. The burned and mutilated
body of 28-year-old student Giulio
Regeni was discovered February
4th on a highway outside Cairo just
as Sisi was meeting with Italian Industry minister Federica Guidi a
few kilometres away.

James Bruce has written
extensively on Middle Eastern
security issues for publications
such as Jane’s Intelligence Review
and Jane’s Defence Weekly. He
lives in Beirut.
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Fears for Egypt-France ties after airliner crash
Ayman Saad

Cairo

R

egardless of the causes
behind the crash into
the Mediterranean of an
Egyptian airliner en route
to Cairo from Paris, the
accident will take a toll on Egyptian-French relations in the short
term, political analysts said.
Egyptian authorities have not
ruled out terrorism in the May 19th
crash of EgyptAir flight 804, which
carried 66 people but analysts say
if terrorism was the cause, the incident would deal a painful blow
to relations between Egypt and
France, whose economic, military
and political ties had been growing
steadily over the past three years.
“A bomb-on-board scenario will
point to loose security measures
at Charles de Gaulle Airport, where
the plane was coming from,” Egyptian security expert Hossam Su-

weilam said. “This will, of course,
mean that French authorities did
not carry out their duties towards
the Egyptian flight.”
Apart from the political backing France has been offering the
government of Egyptian President
Abdel Fattah al-Sisi since he came
to power in mid-2014, France is
also a big supplier to the Egyptian
military and the two countries have
strong economic ties.

coastlines. In 2015, trade between
Egypt and France reached $2.5 billion.
Local analysts said Egypt cannot
afford damaged ties with France,

“We cannot lose our
allies one after
another.”
Amira al-Shanawani,
member of Egyptian Council
for Foreign Affairs
France is providing Egypt with
24 Rafale fighter jets as the Arab
country modernises its air force.
France has also sold Egypt two Mistral helicopter carriers to be used in
protecting the country’s extended

Unidentified relatives and friends of passengers who were flying
on EgyptAir flight 804 wait outside Cairo International Airport on
May 19th.

Ayman Saad is an Egyptian
reporter based in Cairo.
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EgyptAir crash is another blow to tourism sector
Ahmed Ibrahim

Cairo

T

he cause of the crash of
EgyptAir flight 804 with
66 people on board may
take long to determine,
but the incident will be
an immediate blow to Egypt’s embattled tourism and aviation sectors, government and tourism officials said.
“This is particularly so because
the crash comes hard on the heels
of a series of tragic events strongly
connected with the tourism and
aviation sectors in our country,”
said Magdy Selim, the head of the
International Relations Section at
the Egyptian Ministry of Tourism.
“The problem is that tourism workers were hoping that the tourism
sector would recover in the next
few months, not receive a new
blow.”
The Airbus A330-300 was en
route from Paris to Cairo when it
suddenly disappeared from air
control radar screens early May
19th. The pilot did not issue a distress call, which aviation experts
said was an indication of how sudden the incident must have been.

The incident will be an
immediate blow to
Egypt’s embattled
tourism and aviation
sectors.
There were 30 Egyptian nationals and 15 French citizens on the
plane, along with other passengers.
There were also seven Egyptian
crew members and three Egyptian
air marshals.
A gloomy mood swept through
Egypt after the plane’s apparent
crash, with relatives of the Egyptian passengers gathering at Cairo
Airport. Images of tearful and collapsing relatives filled newspaper

An EgyptAir Airbus A330-300 coming from Cairo rolls on the tarmac at Charles de Gaulle Airport outside of Paris, on May 19th.
pages, TV screens and social media.
The crash comes less than two
months after another EgyptAir
plane was hijacked by a man who
claimed to be wearing an explosive
belt. He forced the pilot to divert
the flight to Cyprus, where he held
the passengers and the crew hostage for hours before surrendering
to Cypriot authorities.
Last October, a Russian passenger jet crashed over the Sinai
peninsula minutes after taking off
from the Egyptian Red Sea Resort
of Sharm el-Sheikh. The Russian
government determined a bomb
planted aboard the plane caused an
explosion that brought the plane
down and killed all 224 people on
board. The Islamic State (ISIS) said
it planted the bomb.
The incidents badly affected
Egyptian tourism and civil aviation

sectors, officials said, especially
after the subsequent flight suspensions imposed by Russia, Britain
and a number of other countries.
“The tourism sector has not recovered until now, even after almost seven months since the Russian plane crash,” Selim said.

A gloomy mood swept
through Egypt after
the plane’s apparent
crash.
Tourism accounts for nearly 13%
of Egypt’s total revenues, but the
sector has been hit by political unrest and instability in the country
since the 2011 popular uprising.
In 2010, 15 million tourists visited Egypt, pumping a total of $12.5
billion into the country’s coffers. In
2014, tourism revenues were $7.5

billion and in 2015 the figure was
$9.3 billion. Revenues from tourism are expected to be sharply off
in 2016.
“You can easily detect the effects
from these accidents on the tourism sector by visiting tourist destinations that used to buzz with
foreign tourists, including Sharm
el-Sheikh and Hurghada,” said
Adel Abdel Razek, a member of
the Egyptian Federation for Tourist Chambers. “The effect is quite
palpable there.”
Hotels are closing down and
workers are losing their jobs, according to the federation, which
says hotel occupancy in the two
destinations has dropped to 20% of
capacity.
The future does not seem to augur well for the tourism sector.
The Russian newspaper Moscow
Times on May 20th quoted a “high-

ranking” Russian source as saying
that air travel between Russia and
Egypt would not resume if it was
confirmed that EgyptAir flight 804
had crashed.
Nearly 2 million Russians used to
visit Egypt every year, along with
1 million tourists from Britain and
another million from Italy. These
countries will not likely lift their
flight suspensions soon, especially
after the latest crash, tourism experts said.
“This is why we badly need a
very aggressive international tourism campaign to bring confidence
back in our country as a tourist
destination,” Abdel Razek said.
“If we do not do this, we will lose
the tourists who visit us from one
country after another.”
Ahmed Ibrahim is an Egyptian
reporter based in Cairo.

Egypt’s anti-ISIS militias in Sinai spark scepticism
Khaled Osama
Cairo

A

plan to establish antiIslamic State (ISIS) militias among Bedouin
tribes in Sinai could
backfire and put sophisticated arms in the hands of
people who are potential enemies
of Egypt, military and political experts warn.
“We do not need to forget that
most ISIS fighters in Sinai are originally Bedouins who joined the terrorist group in its ongoing showdown with the army,” retired army
general Mamdouh al-Kidwani said.
“This is why I say empowering Sinai’s Bedouins is a potential danger.”
Egypt is implementing an ambitious plan to establish anti-ISIS
militias in Sinai among Bedouin
tribes, according to media reports.
Three militias have been created
and efforts are under way to establish more as Egypt tries to eradicate
militancy from the peninsula, the
reports add.

“Empowering
Sinai’s Bedouins is
a potential
danger.”
Retired army general
Mamdouh al-Kidwani
The plan was drawn up by US
counterterrorism experts who advised Egypt to operate the same
way the US military does among
Sunni tribes in Anbar province in
western Iraq, where American in-

structors set up local militias to
prevent ISIS fighters from entering
or passing through areas under the
tribes’ control.
ISIS has become a serious problem for the Egyptian Army in Sinai,
a territory in north-eastern Egypt
inhabited by about 400,000 people
— mostly Bedouins — and sharing
borders with Israel and the Palestinian Gaza Strip.

The plan was
drawn up by US
counterterrorism
experts who advised
Egypt.
ISIS has attacked troops and civilian police and made parts of
North Sinai governorate dangerous
despite heavy casualties inflicted
on the terror group by the army,
which has used Apache helicopters
and F-16 fighter jets to pound ISIS
positions.
ISIS militants have planted
bombs on roads. Egypt has received the first shipment of what
will total 762 mine-resistant vehicles from the United States.
Egypt is expected to use part of a
Saudi grant — worth $1.5 billion —
for the development of Sinai and to
buy Bedouin loyalties against ISIS,
which is reported to be using money to secure the same.
Nevertheless, local experts say
the government plan is risky and
could be counterproductive.
“Apart from the fact that the
Bedouin tribes offer ISIS with an
endless supply of recruits, most of
these tribes are extended over vast
territories, including in Israel and
Gaza,” said Samir Ghattas, a member of parliament well-versed on
the tribes.
“This means that these tribes

An Egyptian Army soldier looks on from his postion at a checkpoint in Al Arish city, in the troubled
northern part of the Sinai peninsula.
harbour more loyalty to either Gaza
or Israel.”
What makes the new Bedouin
militia plan even less appealing to
Ghattas is that the Sunni militias
being formed in Anbar are not expected to fare well when fighting
ISIS in Iraq, given the limited number of their members. The quality
of their equipment is also inferior
to that of ISIS.
The idea is a revival of what was
known as the Sahawat, Sunni militias formed by the United States
in 2007 with the aim of fighting alQaeda in Iraq. Sahawat were, however, a tool of Anbar tribal leaders

and not effective in the fight against
al-Qaeda, Iraqi analysts say.
Egypt has been trying to involve
Sinai tribes in the fight against ISIS
for a long time but the drive seems
to have bumped into one failure after another.
ISIS, Kidwani said, always reacts
with heavy-handed vengefulness
against those who cooperate with
the army or pass on information
about its fighters.
He added that relations between
Sinai’s Bedouins and Cairo have
been bad because of the failure of
Egyptian leaders to include Sinai in
development plans.

He said Cairo did not trust
Bedouins, which was why Bedouins
were not been heavily recruited in
the army for a long time or enrolled
in military or police colleges.
“Nevertheless, the army can still
use the Bedouins in getting information about the militants, their
hideouts and their moves,” Kidwani said, “but by putting arms in
their hands, we will be creating a
state within the state, especially if
these Bedouins become out of the
control of the authorities.”
Khaled Osama is an Egyptian
reporter based in Cairo.
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More weapons loom large in Libya’s future
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

W

orld powers have
given their backing
to arming the UNbrokered
Libyan
national unity government but some residents and
analysts worry the weaponry could
lead to more instability within the
North African nation.
The Government of National Accord (GNA), led by Faiez al-Sarraj,
has yet to roll back the power of
rival militias vying for turf and eyeing foreign backing to increase their
firepower.
Omran Burwais, a Benghazibased lawyer and writer, said the
move to allow Sarraj’s government
to get weapons appeared out of step
with the reality on the ground.
“Sarraj’s government has no
troops of its own that could be
armed. His government having
weapons means more firepower for
militias supporting him in western
Libya and this will push rival militias to seek weapons and support
from the outside. The result could
be more bloodshed and another
missed opportunity to end the conflict in the country,” he said.

World powers have
given their backing to
arming the
UN-brokered Libyan
national unity
government.
The United States, the European
Union and North African states
neighbouring Libya have urged the
country’s armed groups to unite under Sarraj after politicians from the
country’s political divide signed an
agreement in December. However,
the accord has yet to be approved
by the internationally recognised
parliament.
Sarraj has hunkered down since
arriving in Tripoli on March 30th after a smooth start, in which he was

handed control of state institutions.
He was backed by several militias
but he has yet to assert authority
outside the fences of the navy base
on the edge of Tripoli from where
his government operates.
The Islamic State (ISIS) baffled
analysts by keeping quiet during
the first weeks following Sarraj’s arrival in Tripoli. It has now stepped
up attacks on Sarraj’s allies outside
its stronghold in Sirte.

General Khalifa Haftar
has for the first time
challenged Sarraj’s
government
legitimacy.
Human Rights Watch (HRW) said
ISIS has inflicted “severe hardship”
on the people of Sirte by diverting
food, medicine, fuel and cash from
the city, which it wants to keep as its
stronghold.
At least 49 people were killed, including by decapitation, for alleged
crimes including blasphemy, sorcery and spying, HRW said.
Militias backed by Sarraj’s government said they recaptured a
main checkpoint south of Misrata
from ISIS, reversing some gains the
militant group made earlier in May,
Misrata hospital spokesman Aziz
Issa said.
ISIS fighters overran the Abu
Grain checkpoint, town and several
nearby villages after coordinated
suicide bombings on May 5th. Abu
Grain is 140km west of Sirte on the
main road leading south from Misrata. The military has yet to take full
control of the area.
The Libyan government will be
allowed to import weapons and related materiel with the approval of
a UN Security Council committee
overseeing the embargo imposed on
Libya since 2011, following a meeting of Western backers and neighbours of Libya in Vienna.
General Khalifa Haftar has for
the first time challenged Sarraj’s
government legitimacy, telling local television Libya al Hadath: “The
GNA government represents only
some ink on paper. It does not inter-

Libyan pro-government forces celebrate, on May 18th, in Abu Grein, south of Libya's third city
Misrata, a day after Libya's unity government recaptured the area from the Islamic State (ISIS) group.
est me .”
His supporters have criticised
Sarraj’s government as a foreign
project aimed at dominating Libya
but he had not made any comments
himself on the Sarraj government
until his statement on May 17th.
“It will not succeed and we have
absolutely nothing to do with its decisions,” said Haftar, the commander of Libya’s rump national army
who is backed mainly by Egypt.
“Our task is to impose security and
stability and free Libya from terrorism and the Muslim Brotherhood.”
The new Haftar posture could create a dilemma for the United States
and EU powers, such as France, either to take a position against some
of their Arab allies or water down
their enthusiasm for Sarraj.
Commenting on the decision to
authorise weapon sales to Sarraj’s

authority, Jason Pack, an expert
with the Libya-Analysis consultancy, told Voice of America he feared
the move “could fuel tensions
rather than deter them”, arguing
that “an injection of weapons to the
GNA is likely to amplify factional rivalries”.
“The international community’s
undeterred championing of the
GNA seems increasingly out of step
with Libyans’ sentiments,” Pack
said, noting growing public support
for General Khalifa Haftar after his
forces made gains against ISIS and
other militants in Benghazi, Derna
and Ajdabiya.
“My concern is that it is rewarding
the GNA but they haven’t done anything to deserve a reward yet. We
should only give them arms once
they actually attack ISIS, which
they have not done,” he added.

European analysts are pointing
to the priority of a stabilisation process that focuses first on economic
and domestic security and reconciliation.
“The EU and its member states
should focus on five areas: the
economy; intra-Libyan reconciliation and devolution of power; a
diplomatic offensive to make sure
all Europe’s allies support the unity
government; supporting a Libyan
joint command in the fight against
ISIS; and implementing a joint EULibyan plan on migration,” Mattia
Toaldo, a European security analyst, said in a post by the European
Council on Foreign Relations.
Lamine Ghanmi is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Tunis. He has
reported on North Africa for
decades.

Leading Algerian newspaper fighting for its life
Rachid Tlemçani

Algiers

A

ctivists from Algerian
political groups, led by
the country’s independence war icon Zohra Drif
Bitat, rallied on May 11th
in front of Bir Mourad Rais court in
Algiers in support of leading daily
newspaper El Khabar.
El Khabar is fighting for survival
as it seeks to roll back in court a government decision to block its sale to
Algerian tycoon Issad Rebrab.
El Khabar editors and rights activists allege the government frightened away advertisers from the
newspaper to punish it for its independent editorial line, pushing
it to the brink of bankruptcy. The
daily turned to Rebrab, considered
among the few businessmen voicing critical views of government
policies.

El Khabar editors and
rights activists allege
the government
frightened away
advertisers from the
newspaper.
Rebrab is locked in a business and
political rivalry with businessman
Ali Haddad, who is close to the presidency and who owns two newspapers. Both men come from the restive Kabylie region, a stronghold for
opposition groups in Algeria.
The matter became a rallying cry
for the Moroccan opposition and
rights activists, who argue the gov-

ernment aims to financially strangle
independent media to silence dissent as it prepares to replace ailing
President Abdelaziz Bouteflika.
Government backers say the
move is part of the government’s
role to prevent a monopoly and the
collusion between big money and
the media.
“The sale of the newspaper is crucial for the survival of the newspaper, which struggled to protect its
independence, paying a heavy price
at the hands of the government. The
paper has been at loggerheads with
the authorities because of its independence,” said Mohamed Said,
a former minister of Communications.
“Undermining press freedom
under any pretext will damage the
country’s democratic process,” he
added.
Said said Rebrab has been “targeted by the authorities because of
his views”.
“Even if the case were to be a
purely commercial matter, the political circumstances in Algeria,
where [there is] mistrust between
the authorities and political opposition, make the matter a subject of
the political struggle and about the
direction of the country,” he added.
Saad Okba, one of the leading
writers for El Khabar, argued that
government officials overseeing the
media should face trial for their role
in pushing El Khabar to be sold.
“The Communications Ministry
blocked private advertising to El
Khabar by threatening heavy taxation against private firms for dealing with the newspaper,” he wrote.
“Two years ago when the newspaper was in a good financial

Employees of El Khabar group attend a protest in front of the administrative court of Algiers, on May 11th.
health, Rebrab and other businessmen offered high prices to acquire
the daily. Now, as a result of the
ministry’s starvation policy, Rebrab
got it with less than half the price he
had proposed in the past.”
El Khabar was set up by 18 journalists when a 1990 bill liberalised
print media. The government of
Mouloud Hamrouche assisted journalists in setting up newspapers, as
Algeria emerged from a single-party
political system.
More than 20 daily tabloids quickly emerged. El Khabar — Arabic for

“the news” — reached a circulation of 1 million, one of the highest among newspapers in the Arab
world.
The parent group includes El
Khabar newspaper, television channel KBC and five printing houses
co-owned with the El Watan group.
Algeria’s other newspapers, about
140 titles, publish in state-owned
printing houses.
During the 2014 presidential campaign, El Khabar and El Watan were
not allowed to benefit from public
agency advertising revenues. Since

then the government has put more
pressure on private firms not to advertise in El Khabar and El Watan.
El Khabar media group revenues
rapidly started to shrink. However,
it is the television channel that is
the main cause of the financial troubles. The newspaper still has a circulation of 400,000.
The court postponed the case to
May 25th.
Rachid Tlemçani teaches
international and comparative
politics in Algiers.
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Baghdad plunges into violence,
intra-Shia confrontations in offing
Omar Hejab
and Jamal J. Halaby

Baghdad

S

immering political tensions in Baghdad have taken a violent turn, threatening to topple the cabinet of
Prime Minister Haider alAbadi, weaken his hand in the fight
against the Islamic State (ISIS) and
plunge the country into chaos.
The May 20th protests that
turned violent were another demonstration of the rising anger
among Iraqis towards a leadership
class that is widely loathed.
The developments present a new
challenge to Abadi’s government
at a time when Baghdad has faced
a surge in ISIS terror attacks that
killed an estimated 200 people in
fewer than ten days.

Dozens of people were
injured in the violence
that lasted at least
three hours.
For the United States, the political turmoil in Baghdad and the
string of ISIS’s deadly bombings
come as Washington continues to
boast of progress in the war against
the terrorist group elsewhere in
Iraq.
With a combination of air strikes
by the US-led coalition and efforts
of Iraqi ground forces, ISIS was unexpectedly pushed from the western city of Rutba on May 20th. Analysts, however, said it was a tactical
withdrawal to beef up ISIS’s presence elsewhere in Anbar province
— a vast desert region in western
Iraq and a bastion for Sunni Muslim
tribes opposed to the Shia-dominated government.
Rutba’s recapture will allow the
reopening of the main highway between Baghdad and the Jordanian
capital, Amman.
The May 20th violence in Baghdad began when Shia militias affiliated with powerful cleric Muqtada
al-Sadr demanded speedier government reforms in a protest that
saw them breach a secure government area in Baghdad — for the sec-

Iraqis inspect the scene of a suicide car bombing at a crowded outdoor market in Baghdad’s eastern Shia neighbourhood of Sadr City,
on May 17th.
ond time in three weeks — to storm
the office of the prime minister and
parliament buildings.
Police fired tear gas on the protesters and live ammunition into
the air to disperse the crowd. Dozens of people were injured in the
violence that lasted at least three
hours. A curfew was put in place
afterward.
The violence soured the carefully knit relations between al-Sadr
and Abadi — both Shia Muslim politicians advocating an end to official
corruption.
Al-Sadr has been a vocal critic
of the pace of Abadi’s reforms, accusing him of dragging his feet on
ridding the government of corrupt officials, who have allegedly
squandered millions of dollars in
oil revenues, hampering urgently

needed projects to provide Iraqis
with a more stable electricity service, clean drinking water and other infrastructure projects.

The May 20th protests
were another
demonstration of the
rising anger among
Iraqis towards the
leadership class.
Critics, however, accuse al-Sadr’s
group of having at least three corrupt ministers in the cabinet and
blame the cleric for the tensions,
saying he is flexing his muscles to
return to the centre of Iraqi politics.
“He doesn’t want to become a
prime minister but rather wants
to go down history books as a re-

formist, a nationalist leader who
objected to the wrongdoings of the
state and forced the government to
change course,” said Mustafa Nizar,
a former political science professor
at the University of Baghdad.
“With the current state of affairs,
things are bound to get worse to
possibly fierce Shia-Shia confrontations the next time.”
Some police officers were seen
distributing water bottles to the
May 20th protesters and telling
them that they too would like to
see an end to corruption.
The latest protest began peacefully until al-Sadr’s followers
stormed into the Green Zone, defying blast walls and razor wire. The
fortified area of government buildings and embassies was set up and
named by the American military

after the 2003 US invasion of Baghdad.
Videos on social media showed
protesters ducking and running
into the Green Zone to the sound of
automatic gunfire. In one video circulated on Facebook, a man holding a camera said: “There will be no
surrender from this great popular
revolution.”
Others chanted: “We sacrifice
our blood and souls for Iraq!” and
“No, no to corruption!”

months at the hands of the Iraqi
Army, Shia militias and Kurdish
security forces backed by US air
strikes.
However, a political struggle between Shia cleric Muqtada al-Sadr
and Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi
has overshadowed the fight against
ISIS. Divisions among political factions have prevented the formation
of a new cabinet and Abadi has repeatedly warned that the deadlock
would negatively affect the war
against the militants.
After the May 11th attacks in Sadr
City, the US embassy in Iraq warned
that the recent spate of attacks “is
the latest reminder of the danger
this group poses to all Iraqis”. It
urged Iraqi leaders to work together
“to quickly resolve differences so
that the progress made to defeat
Daesh continues”.
Securing the capital, however,
has not been easy.
After the May 17th attacks against
Shia areas in Baghdad, Ali al-Sabti,
a spokesman for the powerful Abbas Shia militia, said that 1,000
fully trained and equipped fighters
would be deployed in the city to
help maintain security.
Jawad al-Telebawi, spokesman
for another powerful Shia militia,
Asaib Ahl al-Haq, warned of a potential ISIS attack on areas in Baghdad’s southern suburbs soon.
He echoed popular demands that
military efforts should be concentrated to retake the ISIS-held city
of Falluja, one of the first Sunni-

inhabited cities in Iraq to fall to ISIS
in January 2014.
“Baghdad will always be in danger if Falluja is not liberated from
the Daesh terrorists,” Telebawi said.
Falluja, where locals tell of malnutrition and a shortage of medicine since it was placed under an
army siege early this year, is in the
vast desert Anbar province in western Iraq, about an hour’s drive west
of Baghdad.
Anbar is a stronghold of Sunni
Muslim Arab tribes, including officers from the dissolved Iraqi Army
under Saddam Hussein. Some
tribesmen sided with ISIS to seek
revenge from successive Iraqi Shiadominated governments that ostracised them.

Omar Hejab, a pseudonym used
for safety reasons, is an Arab
Weekly contributor in Iraq.
Jamal J. Halaby, based in Jordan, is
Levant editor for The Arab Weekly
and has reported on the Middle
East and North Africa for nearly
three decades.

ISIS strikes in the heart of Baghdad
Sameer Nouri Yacoub

Utica, Michigan

A

string of Islamic State
(ISIS) suicide attacks in
and around Baghdad
has killed more than 170
people, sending a message that the heavily fortified Iraqi
capital is vulnerable despite battlefield successes against militants by
government troops and their allies.
Three car bombs exploded May
15th at the gate of Taji gas plant
north of Baghdad. Six suicide
bombers entered the complex and
destroyed gas tanks. At least 14
people were killed and 20 others
wounded.
Two days earlier, suicide car
bombers attacked a crowded market in eastern Baghdad and killed
93 people, the deadliest attack in
the capital so far in 2016. A day later, a double suicide bomb attack hit
a police station in a western suburb
of Baghdad and ISIS fighters tried to
seize the police post. Five police officers were killed.

The heavily fortified
capital is vulnerable to
militants.
ISIS claimed responsibility for
the attacks, demonstrating it has
the ability to strike areas protected
by thousands of security forces and
Shia militiamen.

Iraqis inspect the scene of a suicide car bombing at a crowded
outdoor market in Baghdad’s eastern Shia neighbourhood of
Sadr City, on May 17th.
The Baghdad bombing blitz was
clearly intended to hinder Iraqi
troop build-ups around the ISIScontrolled northern city of Mosul
and in western areas controlled by
the jihadists.
ISIS is under a growing pressure
in Iraq and neighbouring Syria, unable to reinforce its Iraq-based contingent from its forces in northern
Syria because many routes have
been cut off.
Security expert Wathiq al-Hashimi warned that, despite losses suf-

fered by ISIS in recent months, the
group poses a threat in Iraq, especially against soft targets.
“By getting closer to Baghdad
suburbs, Daesh wants to terrify
Baghdadis and to raise the morale
of its fighters who are suffering humiliating defeats in Mosul and Anbar provinces,” Hashimi said, using
an Arabic acronym for the jihadist
group.
ISIS, which controls large parts
of western and northern Iraq, has
suffered major defeats in recent

ISIS claimed
responsibility for all
the attacks carried
out.
Baghdad resident Ali Hatem said
the recent attacks made people
more fearful of ISIS and angrier at
their political leaders.
“More victims are falling in Baghdad and the enemy is almost at our
doorstep, while the politicians are
in total oblivion, busy with personal gains and privileges,” Hatem
said.
Sameer Nouri Yacoub, an Iraqi
journalist in Michigan, has
reported on Iraqi affairs for more
than two decades.
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Iran invests in Iraq’s Mahdi Army
Sami Moubayed

Beirut

I

ran is looking for a new Hezbollah in Iraq and seems to have
found it in the Mahdi Army. Actually, the mullahs have been
seeking to build such a force
since Syria and Israel came dangerously close — in their eyes — to
reaching a peace agreement in 2008.
Tehran’s hardliners were appalled
at the very thought of Syria quitting
the “axis of resistance”. According
to Iranian logic, peace between Syria and Israel was as bad as the Assad
government collapsing since that
would spell disaster for Hezbollah,
whose supply lines from Tehran via
Damascus would be severed.
Syria at the time was using Hezbollah — the “Party of God” — as
a bargaining chip to win back the
Israeli-occupied sector of the Golan Heights while Iran was using
it to spread its Islamic revolution
and empower Arab Shias across the
Middle East.
Once the strategic Golan plateau
was back in Syrian hands, Damascus did not seem to care whether
Hezbollah changed form or shape —
or even disappeared altogether but
Iran saw things very differently.
Syrian-Iranian differences on the
future of Hezbollah were not new,
although they have now become
history because of Hezbollah’s critical support for President Bashar Assad since the Syrian war broke out
in 2011.
During the Middle East peace

Ordinary Iraqis never
forgave Badr’s leaders
for killing their own
countrymen on orders
from Tehran.
process in the mid-1990s, Farouk alSharaa, then Syria’s foreign minister, told the Americans that Damascus was willing to help transform
Hezbollah into a political party —
that is, to disarm it.
Tehran began preparing a Plan B
for its ambitions in the Arab world
along the lines of “what if Hezbollah departed the scene in Lebanon”. This would only happen, of
course, if it became embroiled in
a grinding civil war in Lebanon or

Shia fighters from Mahdi Army get briefed by their commander near Tikrit.
was defeated in another battle with
Israel — or if Syria decided to cut it
loose, effectively neutralising the
party since its lifeline from Iran ran
through Syria.
For Tehran, this involved creating
an Arab Shia alternative to Hezbollah, a paramilitary group that could
serve Iran’s interests in protecting
Shias and spreading Persian influence.
The Iranians found that Iraq, a
country ruined by the American occupation, was very similar to how
war-battered Lebanon was when
Hezbollah was created in 1982.
Weapons and money were seemingly everywhere, thanks to political and security chaos, and thousands of indoctrinated Shias were
willing to take up arms against foreign occupation.
Iran found two Iraqi Shia parties
waiting to become another Hezbollah: the Badr Brigades and the
Mahdi Army of Shia cleric Muqtada
al-Sadr.
The Badr Brigades were the Iranofficered military wing of the Iranbased Supreme Council for the

Islamic revolution in Iraq formed
by Iranian intelligence in 1982. It
was funded by Tehran and trained
by Iranian officers and its troops
fought as part of the Iranian Army
throughout the 1980-88 war with
Iraq.
Ordinary Iraqis never forgave
Badr’s leaders for killing their own
countrymen on orders from Tehran
in that conflict and, since the 2003
fall of Saddam Hussein, these figures have been deeply involved in
corruption, kidnappings and death
squads, forcing Iran to drop them
for their Hezbollah II project.
The Mahdi Army, founded by
al-Sadr in mid-2003, seemed a far
better choice for Tehran. Since his
teens, al-Sadr had been greatly inspired by Hassan Nasrallah, Hezbollah’s charismatic leader, and both
men rose to lead their parties at a
fairly young age; Nasrallah at 31 in
1994, al-Sadr at 30 in 2003.
Al-Sadr’s fighters were promoted
as war heroes for leading an insurgency against the US occupation in
2004, just as Nasrallah had fought
the Israelis from the early 1980s. Al-

Sadr marketed himself as a champion of Iraqi independence and, because he was not a creature of Iran
like the Badr leaders, he was more
acceptable to the Iraqi street.
Following Hezbollah’s playbook,
he turned his militia into a fullfledged army, expelling the undisciplined, the reckless, the corrupt
and those with questionable loyalties.
Al-Sadr then retreated to a reli-

Iran is looking for a
new Hezbollah in Iraq
and seems to have
found it in the Mahdi
Army.
gious seminary in the holy city of
Najaf to elevate his academic credentials, eyeing the rank of mujtahid (Islamic jurisprudent) instead of
the mid-level rank of hojatoleslam
that he held then and which did not
allow him to issue fatwas.
Copying
Nasrallah,
al-Sadr
stopped using the word Shia in
his speeches and began marketing

himself as an Iraqi nationalist. He
and Nasrallah both understand the
complexities of the confessional
systems in their respective countries and never call for establishing
a Shia theocracy, based on the Iranian model.
Al-Sadr also copied Hezbollah’s
massive charity network, monopolising education, hospitals and fundraising within the Shia neighbourhoods, making sure that families
in need received monthly stipends
from the Mahdi Army.
After his followers stormed the
Green Zone in May in an unprecedented show of force to demonstrate who really rules Baghdad,
it is prudent to ask whether they
have, in fact, become Iran’s Hezbollah II and what their role will be in
Iraq and the Middle East at large.
Sami Moubayed is a Syrian
historian and author of the 2015
book on the Islamic State, Under
The Black Flag. He is a founding
director of the Damascus History
Foundation.

When al-Sadr attempts to regain spotlight

View poi nt

Tom Regan

W

hen thousands
of Iraqis
stormed the
parliament
building,
housed in the
supposedly impenetrable Green
Zone in Baghdad, it was more than
the culmination of weeks of public
frustration over the government’s
inability to deal with corruption
and political gridlock. It was the
latest step by cleric Muqtada
al-Sadr to reinsert himself
forcefully into the country’s
political whirlwind.
After all, the protesters did not
represent a broad spectrum of
Iraqis fed up with government
intransigence. They were al-Sadr
followers who moved into the
Green Zone on al-Sadr’s command
and left as soon as al-Sadr told
them to. No doubt such a show of
force left many cowering legislators fearing what lies ahead.

Regardless of his
ultimate goal, Muqtada
al-Sadr is back and has
plans.

Indeed, al-Sadr signalled that
the protesters would return if his
demands for immediate government reforms were not met.
The storming of the parliament
caught many Western observers by
surprise. Iraq has, more or less,
disappeared from the West’s
mindset, as Europe frets about
refugees and the United States
about the possibility of a Donald
Trump presidency.
Al-Sadr had basically disappeared from view for almost eight
years, although never completely.
To the West, it appeared the
relevance of al-Sadr and his
personal militia, the Jaysh
al-Mahdi, once considered by the
US military to be as dangerous to
America as al-Qaeda, had disappeared.
Then, rather suddenly, al-Sadr
returned near the beginning of
this year, under a new guise. Not
the warlord of past years but, as
one media source dubbed him,
“the Gandhi of Iraq”.
Al-Sadr called for an end to the
endemic corruption in Iraq, which
threatens the future of the country
almost as much as the Islamic
State (ISIS). He denounced the
despised quota system, a legacy
from the years when the United
States ruled Iraq as an occupying
power, that determines posts in
the government based on sect and

ethnicity. He gave Prime Minister
Haider al-Abadi 45 days to create a
new cabinet to pursue reforms.
When nothing happened, his
followers created a protest camp
city outside the Green Zone. The
moment that truly signified
al-Sadr’s return as a force in Iraq,
however, came when he entered
the Green Zone by himself,
unarmed, with only a few followers. Not only did guards not try to
stop him, they embraced him. It
was a powerful image.
Then came the storming of the
parliament a month later.
So what does al-Sadr want?
While the United States and
Britain see the defeat of ISIS as the
most important objective in Iraq,
the country’s citizens see Abadi’s
failure to solve the country’s
economic and corruption problems as more important. Al-Sadr,
who may have been just biding his
time, could be riding the wave of
this discontent to make himself an
important, if not The important,
political player.
Or, to be more pragmatic, Iraq
will have elections in a couple of
years. During the time that al-Sadr
was keeping a low profile, other
militia leaders and clerics have
risen in popularity. The recent
protests could have been more
than a way to say: “Hey, I’m still
here, don’t forget about me” so

Al-Sadr
could be
riding the
wave of this
discontent
to make
himself an
important,
if not The
important,
political
player.

that when the country votes next
time, his followers will maintain a
strong foothold in the parliament.
There has been speculation that
al-Sadr chose this moment to act
because his political backer, Iran,
was worried about the improving
relationship between the United
States and Abadi, who had
replaced Iran’s prefer leader of
Iraq, Nuri al-Maliki. It is extremely
unlikely that al-Sadr carried out
his actions without approval from
Iran’s top officials.
By moving now, al-Sadr throws a
monkey wrench into Iraq’s
political stability and allows Iran
to send a message to both the
government in Baghdad and to the
United States.
Regardless of his ultimate goal,
Muqtada al-Sadr is back and has
plans. Those will no doubt cause
headaches in Washington and London, as they did in the past. This
new version of al-Sadr, who has
always been a charismatic figure,
may prove to be an even more
difficult puzzle for the West to
solve.
Tom Regan, a columnist at
factsandopinion.com, previously
worked for the Christian Science
Monitor, National Public Radio,
the Boston Globe and the
Canadian Broadcasting
Corporation.
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On the dangerous
implications of illegal
migration

A

just-released Europol-Interpol report dispels any
doubt, if there was any, about the lucrative business
that illegal migration provides to criminal networks. It
also raises questions about the dangers of the problem.
According to the report: “Migrant smuggling is a
highly profitable business entailing low overall costs…
and persisting high demand for services.”
For 2015, the estimated turnover from migrant smuggling was $5
billion-$6 billion.
Migrant networks are well-organised. They provide “facilitation” to
more than 90% of the migrants who enter Europe. They use modern
technologies and social media to publicise routes, services and prices.
Smugglers are often involved in drug trafficking, document forgery,
property crime and various forms of human trafficking. Through
money laundering, they channel their revenues into the economies
back home, which has a nefarious effect on many of the societies, the
economies and even politics of countries in North Africa and the
Middle East. It is at least partly to blame for the bloated informal
economies of the region.
The modus operandi of the smugglers and the revenues they reap
can benefit terrorist networks in the Middle East, North Africa and
beyond.
The report warned that “illegal immigration routes and networks
may be used by radicalised foreign fighters wishing to return to the
EU or by terrorist organisations as a source of funding”.
The report does not elaborate on the tragedy of underage Arab
migrants living precariously on the streets of European capitals. In a
recent article, the Associated Press (AP) revealed how “thousands of
underage migrants live in shadows across Europe”. About 90,000
asylum seekers in the European Union in 2015 were minors, a ninefold increase in just three years.
The AP report depicted how young Arab and Muslim teenagers are
drawn into drug trafficking or forced to accept illegal and exploitative
labour to survive and send money back home.
Migrant smuggling to the European Union took a big blow in April
along “the South Eastern route” through Greece or Bulgaria. According to the European border agency Frontex, the number of migrants
arriving on Greek islands dropped by 90% in April compared to the
month before, mainly due to the Turkish-EU agreement reached in
March.
Germany, which registered more than 1 million asylum seekers in
2015, is seeking to reduce the number. In May, the German lower
house of parliament declared Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia “safe
countries of origin”, which makes it easier to send Maghrebi asylum
seekers back home.
“The Central European route” through Italy may become more
active as the weather improves over the summer months.
In 2015, more than 150,000 illegal migrants, mostly Africans, used
this pathway and about 800,000 people are reportedly waiting on
Libyan shores for the opportunity to cross to Italy.
Europe’s migration crisis cannot be resolved by unilateral security
or border control measures. There must be a long term-strategy that
considers the need for socio-economic development, peace and
stability south of the Mediterranean and Africa. Europe cannot be
impervious to geography.
As UN envoy for human rights François Crepeau recently said: “I
think there is a lack of vision at the EU level. There is no long-term
human rights-based migration policy. We need a generational strategy
of where we’d like to be in ten or 20 years.”
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Hezbollah: From
national heroes to
regional villains

T

he killing of Mustafa
Badreddine, the top
Hezbollah military
commander in Syria,
adds greater pressure
on the Lebanese Shia
movement and its secretaryClaude Salhani
general, Hassan Nasrallah, at a
time when both friends and foes
are questioning its policies and
procedures.
Over the past several years
the movement went from being
regarded by the majority of Lebanese citizens as national heroes to
being frowned upon as a misused
regional military force and international villains.
The group first rose to heroic
status in the eyes of the Lebanese and other Arabs because of
its staunch and at times fierce
resistance to the Israeli military
occupation of southern Lebanon.
Hezbollah’s relentless attacks
against the Israeli military eventually forced the Jewish state
to withdraw all its forces from
Lebanon.
Following the forced departure
of the Palestine Liberation Organisation and dozens of splinter
groups from Lebanon after Israel
invaded the country in June 1982,
Hezbollah quickly rose to prominence. It became, in the absence
of the Lebanese state authority,
and thus the Lebanese Army, the
de facto military force in the south
and eventually expanded its
reach over much of the country.
The Lebanese Shia group became known as “the resistance”
and rose in prestige in the eyes
of a great majority of Lebanese,
including Christians, who not too
long before that were engaged in
fighting fellow Arabs during the
Lebanese civil war.
Hezbollah succeeded in
pushing the Israeli military war
machine out of occupied Arab
territory, something that no other
Arab force had been able to accomplish since the creation of the
state of Israel in 1948.
For a brief period,
Hezbollah basked in
the limelight across
Egged on by its
the Arab world and was
success, the group
cheered as liberators
made two monumental from Aden to Casablanca.
mistakes.
Egged on by its success, the group made
two monumental
mistakes. The first
came when various Lebanese militias convened in Saudi
Arabia and agreed to give up their
weapons. Hezbollah, arguing that
it was a resistance group and that

Israel still occupied tracts of lands
in southern Lebanon, convinced
the others that it should retain its
weapons.
That alienated many Lebanese, who resented giving up
their weapons while the Shia
movement continued to acquire
heavier and more sophisticated
weapons, mostly supplied by Iran.
Then came the Syrian war and
Hezbollah’s second and potentially fatal mistake. Had the group
chosen to give up its arms when
the other Lebanese factions gave
up theirs, the history of Lebanon’s
modern-day politics could have
been very different.
Without its weapons, Hezbollah would have had to pursue
dialogue and that would have
encouraged Lebanese political
parties to seek a just solution to
their political differences through
peaceful negotiations and not
through strong-arm tactics,
threats of violence and the like.
By allowing itself to be manipulated by Syria and particularly by
Iran, Hezbollah transited from a
position of heroism to one of regional hitman to that of an international villain. In looking back,
could it be that the organisation
might have taken on a greater role
than it could manage? Or should it
have not become involved in the
Syrian conflict?
The number of casualties the
group suffered in defending
Syrian President Bashar Assad’s
regime has made many of the
group’s supporters question the
logic behind a move that has
turned Hezbollah into a regional
terrorist group implicated in conflict beyond its borders.
According to sources familiar
with the Shia community in Lebanon, there is now open criticism
of Nasrallah’s decision to support
Assad in Syria and fear among
some that this will drive a wedge
between the Lebanese Shia community and the Syrian people,
who are not about to forget Hezbollah’s position during the war.
With the killing of Badreddine
in Syria, Nasrallah lost a major
asset who carried enormous prestige and clout within the military
high command. His death is a
big blow to Hezbollah in general
and to Nasrallah in particular. It
strengthens the Iranians’ position
in Syria and weakens Hezbollah’s
autonomy, if it ever had any.
Claude Salhani is the Opinion
editor of The Arab Weekly.
Follow him on Twitter
@Claudesalhani.
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Saudi perestroika

C

hange is coming at an
unprecedented pace in
Saudi Arabia, long the
kingdom of silence
and gerontocracy. The
economic crisis that
has hit Riyadh is turning strucChibli Mallat
tural, with the falling price of oil
and few prospects of getting back
to the $100 a barrel mark, a costly
war in Yemen and reverses on the
Syrian battlefield.
The Saudi Binladin Group let
go more than 75,000 employees
and, in Beirut, staff members who
depend on direct Saudi financial
support have gone months without
being paid.
Saudi Arabia is on the defensive
after what it perceives as betrayal
by the United States. Relations
between Washington and Riyadh
have not been so strained since
the discovery of oil by American
prospectors in 1938 and the agreement, signed in 1945 by King Abdul
Aziz ibn Saud and US president
Franklin D. Roosevelt, gave birth
to the political-economic alliance
between the two countries.
The nuclear accord between
Washington and the Shia mullahs
in Tehran is only the visible tip of
the iceberg. More worrying for the
Saudis is the energy independence
developed by the United States
since President Barack Obama took
office. Today, agreements dating
back almost a century are hanging
by a thread.
The monarchy has reacted in two
ways. The first, the traditional way,
is defensive and war-like. Since
last summer, Riyadh has been
governed by a war cabinet whose
number one enemy is expansionist Iran. With Adel al-Jubeir in the
Foreign Ministry and the king’s
son, Mohammed bin Salman bin
Abdulaziz, in Defence, the gloves
are off.
The Saudis have not said their
last word on Syria and in
Lebanon and across the
Change is coming at region, the Shias are in their
sights. Hezbollah has been
an unprecedented
officially branded as a terrorist organisation by the Gulf
pace in Saudi
Cooperation Council. The exArabia.
ecution in January of Sheikh
Nimr al-Nimr, acclaimed as
a moderate and the symbol
of the oppression of the Shia
region of the Eastern province,
shows the extent of the intolerance
towards all dissidence.
The other reaction is more intelligent. The kingdom is opening

A Saudi girl plays in the sand dunes near Buraydah, 400km north-west of Riyadh.
up as never before. In the political
arena, where the two young leaders of Foreign Affairs and Defence
have jettisoned the customary
robot-speak for intelligent interviews in which they appear to
think before opening their mouths.
The government has been shuffled
intelligently and redundant portfolios amalgamated. The cabinet
has unveiled Vision 2030, promising profound social and economic
change within 15 years with the
Saudi citizen as the focus.
To avoid being dismissed out
of hand, the Saudis must deliver
— and steps towards Saudi-style
perestroika are being taken at a surprising pace. The end of the unacceptable brutality of the matawi’a,
officially known as the Committee
to Support Virtue and Prevent Vice,
has been decreed out of order.
The matawi’a are no longer
permitted to arrest or even harass
citizens on the street. Anyone who
is not a woman cannot understand
the daily humiliation dealt out
by these vulgar, brutal men who
strike anyone deemed to fall short
of their idea of what constitutes
acceptable public behaviour.

For the moment, the ridiculous
ban on women drivers still stands
but looks increasingly untenable
for the government.
A degree of scepticism is in
order. Mikhail Gorbachev’s perestroika destroyed the Soviet Union.
The leaders of Saudi Arabia know
that its citizens will not be able to
be treated as dispensable once the
oil era is over. In the detail of the
change and its rhythm will lie their
success or failure.
The imposition of a value-added
tax at 5% is a step in the right
direction but reform needs to go
further, restoring the balance between citizens’ taxes and government responsibility. Auctioning
part of Aramco planned for the
announced sovereign fund of $2
trillion, which would be the largest
such fund in the world, is not the
right way forward. It again ignores
the citizen as the main source of
wealth.
An analysis of the legal situation
in the kingdom bodes better for the
future, with fundamental reforms
that are more encouraging than
lofty intentions. The kingdom’s
aversion to codes is well known.

Yet since 2000, more than a dozen
have been promulgated in Saudi
Arabia, including the regulation
of a legal profession that had no
recognition until then and civil
and criminal procedure laws. A
reworking of bankruptcy law,
whose centrepiece dates to 1965,
is awaited eagerly; with the oilinduced collapse of companies, it
is urgently needed.
Most important, and for the
first time in its 100 years of history, Saudi Arabia has published
thousands of rulings issued by the
kingdom’s courts, decisions that
hitherto have been largely secret
for failure of a sanctioned reporting system. Saudi law is being
normalised and, with this normalisation, and the lead taken by its
young wolves, at least the kingdom
is no longer the epitome of silence
and gerontocracy.
Chibli Mallat is an international
lawyer and law professor. His latest
book, Philosophy of Nonviolence,
Oxford University Press, 2015,
builds on the “Arab spring” to
develop an efficient theory of
radical change.

A new Arab House of Wisdom?

G

ood news from the
Arab world is an
increasingly rare
commodity but there
are exceptions. Take
the United Arab
Emirates, where a determined
Bernd Debusmann
drive is under way to close the
knowledge gap with the West and
restore Arab learning to its past
glory.
The aim is to re-establish the
House of Wisdom, which flourished
in Baghdad in the Arab world’s
golden age. From 800 to 1500, the
Arab world had no rivals in the
study of science and philosophy
and fostered discoveries from
algebra to optics. Arabs established
the world’s first universities and
hospitals. It is an era largely forgotten and ignored in
the West.
The aim is to re-establish
The Emirates’
lofty goal was articthe House of Wisdom,
ulated a decade ago
by the rulers of Abu
which flourished in
Dhabi and Dubai,
Baghdad in the Arab
the second-largest
and most flamboyworld’s golden age.
ant of the seven
emirates that make
up the country. In
Abu Dhabi, UAE President Sheikh
Khalifa bin Zayed al-Nahyan has
launched a 10-year initiative to turn
Emirati citizens into habitual book

readers.
According to the national survey
that preceded the programme, 70%
of Emiratis do not read books, the
average Emirati household owns
just 20 books and half the country’s
students are not in the habit of
regular reading. A national reading
law to be promulgated this year is
meant to increase the reading rate
to 80% among students and 50%
among adults by 2026.
One of the ways to reach that
aim is to establish public libraries
and book cafés in shopping malls
where Emirati families spend much
of their leisure time. Another is to
deliver “knowledge bags” to new
parents with a selection of books
to read to their children so they
develop reading habits early.
While Abu Dhabi officials are putting the final touches on the reading
law, construction is under way in
Dubai on what will be the biggest library in the Arab world. In line with
the Dubai government’s penchant
for spectacular, attention-grabbing
structures, the library will be in the
shape of an enormous open book.
It will eventually hold 4.5 million
books, 2.5 million of them digital.
Municipality planners forecast
that the library will attract 9 million visitors a year — more than
the annual 2 million who pay to be
lifted to the observation deck of the

nearly 830-metre Burj Khalifa, the
world’s tallest building.
A few days before Abu Dhabi
went public with the reading initiative, Dubai ruler Sheikh Mohammed
bin Rashid al-Maktoum, launched
the Dubai Future Foundation, a research institution backed by a $270
million endowment intended to
hasten the return of the golden age.

UAE President
Sheikh Khalifa bin
Zayed al-Nahyan
has launched a
10-year initiative to
turn Emirati citizens
into habitual book
readers.
“Arabs and Muslims established
the House of Wisdom in the ninth
century to serve as a global model,
be a beacon for the sciences and a
home for innovators from all over
the world,” Maktoum said. “Today,
we are in dire need of a House of
Wisdom for the 21st century, to
recapture the past glories, keep
up with modern changes, shape
the future and innovate to serve
humanity.”
As ambitious goals go, this

belongs very high on the list, more
so because it is pursued by the
leaders of a country as young as
the UAE — at 44 years old, a mere
toddler — whose founders had little
formal education. In 1972, when
Ras al-Khaimah joined six other
emirates to form the United Arab
Emirates, the new country had just
45 university graduates.
Progress has been swift. Today,
there are 108 universities and colleges in the Emirates, which has
been allocating between one-fifth
and one-quarter of federal government spending on education over
many years. The country’s literacy
rate — 94% — ranks above that of
the traditional seats of Arab learning — Iraq, Syria and Egypt. But
lifelong readers they are not. Yet.
Here is a figure that shows there
is a long road towards a new House
of Wisdom: Between 1901 and last
year, 26 organisations and 874
individuals won Nobel prizes; only
ten have gone to Arabs not part of
the diaspora, including the Tunisian
Dialogue Quartet, which won the
2015 Nobel Peace Prize.
Bernd Debusmann is a writer on
foreign affairs based in Washington.
He has reported from more than
100 countries and was wounded
twice while covering the civil war in
Lebanon.
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Saudi Arabia and UAE establish new council
The Arab Weekly staff

Jeddah

O

fficials from Saudi Arabia and the United Arab
Emirates signed a protocol to establish a coordinating council to boost
bilateral relations.
The agreement signed, on May
16th, by Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud and Crown Prince of
Abu Dhabi Sheikh Mohammed bin
Zayed al-Nahyan in Jeddah aims to
enhance “shared religious, historical, social and cultural ties between
the UAE and Saudi Arabia… out of
keenness to consolidate the fraternal relations between them, and
their desire to intensify bilateral cooperation through continuous consultation and coordination in many
areas,” a statement by the UAE government said.

Trade volume between
the two countries
exceeded $19 billion in
2014.
The council will be headed by
Deputy Crown Prince Mohammed
bin Salman bin Abdulaziz from the
Saudi side and UAE Deputy Prime
Minister Sheikh Mansour bin Zayed
al-Nahyan.
“The agreement comes within the
context of reinforcing cooperation
and continuous consultations between the two countries on issues of
mutual interest,” said Mohammed
bin Abdul Rahman al-Bishr, Saudi
ambassador to the UAE, adding that
both countries “represent a shining
example of fraternity and cooperation in all fields”.
Protocol aside, the agreement
comes at a challenging time, not just
for the two countries, but the entire
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC), of
which the two nations are members.
Saudi Arabia and the UAE are
going through major government
and economic reforms, to diversify

Saudi King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud (R) and Abu Dhabi Crown Prince Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed al-Nahyan meeting in Jeddah.
their economies, while lessening
dependency on the energy sector.
The two Gulf states are in the process of introducing measures that
would have been unheard of a decade ago, including the introduction
of value-added taxes and the cutting
of energy subsidies. Saudi Arabia’s
ambitious Vision 2030 plan aims to
reduce the kingdom’s dependence
on oil and develop and maintain essential industries such as manufacturing and tourism.
The UAE is one of the biggest investors in Saudi Arabia, with invest-

ments estimated at more than $9
billion, according to the Saudi Arabian General Investment Authority
(SAGIA). Trade volume between the
two countries exceeded $19 billion,
accounting for almost half of the
volume of trade exchanged between
GCC member states, in 2014.
According to SAGIA Deputy Governor Prince Saud bin Khalid alFaisal, Saudi investments in the UAE
reached about $10 billion, as a result
of more than 2,360 kingdom-owned
companies based in the country.
The two main political and eco-

nomic powerhouses of the GCC also
share similar views with regards
to their regional political outlook.
When Lebanon failed to condemn
an attack on the kingdom’s missions
in Iran during an Arab League meeting earlier this year, the UAE was
quick to ban its citizens from travelling to the Hezbollah stronghold,
while also downgrading its diplomatic presence in the country.
The kingdom and the UAE are
traditional military partners, reaffirmed in 2015 with the UAE’s major
role in the Saudi-led coalition fight-

ing the Iran-allied Houthi rebels in
Yemen. Additionally, both countries
are members of the US-led coalition
conducting air strikes on the Islamic
State (ISIS) in Syria and Iraq.
According to the newly signed
agreement, the coordination council must meet periodically, alternating between the two countries. Joint
committees formed by the council
also are required to have periodic
meetings that alternate between the
two states. Saudi Arabia has similar
agreements with Egypt, Jordan and
Turkey.

After US Senate vote,
White House reaffirms
intent to veto 9/11 bill
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

U

S
President
Barack
Obama’s threat to veto
a Senate-approved bill
that could allow the
families of 9/11 victims
to sue the Saudi government still
stands, the White House said.
The US Senate unanimously
passed the Justice Against Sponsors
of Terrorism Act (JASTA) and the
measure will head to the US House
of Representatives for a floor vote. If
it passes the House, as is expected,
it would be sent to Obama.
White House Press Secretary Josh
Earnest said Obama would likely
veto the bill. “This legislation would
change long-standing international
law regarding sovereign immunity,”
Earnest said, “and the president
of the United States continues to
harbour serious concerns that this
legislation would make the United
States vulnerable in other court systems around the world.”
“Given the concerns that we have
expressed, it’s difficult to imagine
the president signing this legislation,” Earnest said.
The Obama administration has
lobbied against the bill and the Saudi government warned that, if the
legislation was enacted, it would
sell off its US investments. A day before the Senate passed the bill, the

US Treasury Department released a
breakdown of the kingdom’s holdings of US debt, which stood at
$116.8 billion as of March.
Saudi Foreign Minister Adel alJubeir accused the US Congress of
“stripping the principle of sovereign immunity, which would turn
the world for international law into
the law of the jungle”.
The Saudi government has yet to
make any formal statement on the
passing of the Senate bill but if the
pro-government Saudi media are
any indication, Saudi officials are
unlikely to be enthused by it.
“There has been a deliberate US
intention against Saudi Arabia since
the issuance of a report on the 9/11
attacks although the report said that
there was no proof that Saudi Arabia
or key officials financially helped alQaeda,” wrote Mazen Hammad of
the Saudi daily Al-Watan.

John Lehman, a
member of the 9/11
commission, told CNN
that up to six Saudi
officials supported
al-Qaeda in the run-up
to the attacks.
“Passing the bill by the Senate
clarifies the ill intentions… This step
reflects foolishness and a desire to
blackmail Saudis and be unfair to
them. Saudis are waiting for a similar decision from the Congress,” he
said. “The United States is digging a

US Senator John Cornyn, R-Texas, (L) and Senator Chuck Schumer, D-New York, exit a news
conference concerning the Justice Against Sponsors of Terrorism Act bill on May 17th in Washington.
trap for Saudi Arabia.”
Jamal Khashoggi, editor-in-chief
of the Al Arab News Channel, wrote
on his Twitter account: “It’s a dangerous development that puts the
bilateral relations at risk.”
John Lehman, a member of the
9/11 commission, told CNN that up
to six Saudi officials supported alQaeda in the run-up to the attacks.
He also said the 28 pages of the report that have yet to be declassified
contained “no smoking gun”.
He said he endorsed the final report’s finding that there was “no evidence that the Saudi government
as an institution or senior Saudi officials individually funded” the ter-

rorists.
The Saudi government denies any
role in the attacks and has repeatedly called for the declassification
of the 28 pages.
“The late Saudi foreign minister
Saud al-Faisal supported the declassification of the 28 pages of the congressional inquiry as early as 2003,”
Washington-based Saudi analyst
Fahad Nazer said. “He argued that
Saudi officials should be given an
opportunity to address whatever
issues or concerns those pages may
raise.
“He also made it clear that the
Saudi government had no concerns
about their content because ‘we

know we are clear of any accusations’.”
The 9/11 Commission’s co-chairmen, Thomas Kean and Lee Hamilton, issued a statement saying that
the 28 pages “were based almost
entirely on raw, unvetted material that came to the FBI”, much of
which was deemed inconclusive by
the September 11th panel.
“Accusations of complicity in
that mass murder from responsible authorities are a grave matter,”
they wrote, while adding that “such
charges should be levied with care”.
Mohammed Alkhereiji is the Gulf
section editor of The Arab Weekly.
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Mukalla inhabitants relieved at al-Qaeda’s eviction
Mohamad Abul-Qassem
Sana’a

I

“

t was a year of terror. In
addition to the arbitrary
detentions, we dreaded
their attempts to lure our
children into their ranks
through brainwashing in mosques,”
said Ahmad bin Breik describing alQaeda’s rule over the strategic port
city of Mukalla in southern Yemen.
“Their practices were aimed at
spreading terror and intimidating
the people who had no other option
than accept their presence or face
violence and torture,” he said.
Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) — the militant group’s
dangerous Yemen-based branch —
was forced out of the city on April
25th by forces of the Saudi-led Arab
coalition supporting exiled Yemeni President Abd Rabbo Mansour
Hadi in the war against Iran-backed
Houthi rebels and forces loyal to former president Ali Abdullah Saleh.
The militants overran the city of
more than 200,000 in April 2015,
taking advantage of a power vacuum caused by months of instability
and political turmoil.

Al-Qaeda’s slogans
still hang in the streets
of the city. “Faithful
woman: Protect your
pure body from prying
eyes,” they say.
During its reign, al-Qaeda religious police occupied Mukalla’s
streets to supervise the implementation of their interpretation of sharia law. Women were forced to fully
cover their bodies in public. Freemixing between sexes was forbidden. Music in all forms was banned.
“They restricted all public freedoms, terrorised people through arbitrary arrests and mostly harassed
women in the street. They imposed
on us to wear the ‘religious dress’
and instructed cloth shops to sell
abayas and long dresses only,” said

Laila Sakkaf, a teacher from Mukalla.
Al-Qaeda’s slogans still hang in
the streets of the city. “Faithful
woman: Protect your pure body
from prying eyes,” reads one of
them.
In early January, a woman who
was accused of committing adultery was stoned to death in public,
drawing wide recriminations from
the city’s inhabitants. Couples seen
together were detained and punishments were regularly administered
in public.

Music in all
its forms was
banned.
The militants demanded the public attend the execution in the city
square and uploaded the filmed incident onto the internet, said Ghadir Attas, a young woman in Mukalla.
“What they have committed was
a sheer crime for which they should
be severely punished,” she said.
“Islam is not about killing and terrorism. Had the woman really committed adultery, they should have
exposed the man with whom she
has sinned and punished him the
same way but they are nothing but
criminal gangs who seek to legitimise their crimes,” she said.
Professor of Islamic Studies at
Sana’a University Abdel Jalil alShmeiri said cruelty has been a
main feature of jihadi groups such
as al-Qaeda and the Islamic State
(ISIS), which claim to apply Islamic
rule.
“They believe that the crueller
the punishment is, the happier their
God will be as if the Divine has been
waiting for (ISIS leader Abu Bakr)
al-Baghdadi to defend Islam. Such a
sterile thinking, which was predominant in Christian Europe in medieval times, is now spreading in the
Muslim Middle East,” Shmeiri said.
“Whatever edicts or rulings these
groups have been issuing are basically politically motivated but
implemented under the guise of
religion in order to scare and deter

A general view of the streets of the Yemeni port of Mukalla, 480km east of Aden, shows banners hung
by al-Qaeda militants announcing dress code restrictions for women.
people.”
According to sociologist Amal
Kabati, women suffered the most
in conflict situations, both at home
and outside. “They are also the
ones to endure mostly from the tyranny of extremist groups who see
in religion a means to tighten the
noose on them and keep them under close control,” Kabati said.
“Women’s condition in Yemen
was already difficult before the
outbreak of the fierce war we are
experiencing at present and it was
not surprising to have Yemen at the
bottom scale of the international
Gender Inequality Index. There
are many reasons for that, including poverty, customs and traditions
as well as religious interpretations
which reinforce beliefs of women’s
inferiority.

“How can anyone talk about the
future of women in Yemen amid a
raging war and the expansion of extremist militant groups?” she asked,
noting that violations against
women have been increasing in an
alarming way after the February
2011 uprising that toppled Saleh.
Al-Qaeda militants’ cruelty was
not limited to women. Men were
subjected to public lashings for accusations of offences such as apostasy, drinking alcohol and use of
drugs.
The terror group also engaged in
a massive campaign to recruit Mukalla’s youth. “The new recruits
were trained extensively on the use
of weapons and on conducting assaults and suicide operations. They
were coached by foreign trainers,
mainly Saudi nationals, at an army

base in the area of Rayan, on the
outskirts of the city, and given lectures in religion,” political observer
Hisham Jabiri said.
Now that al-Qaeda forces have
been driven out of Mukalla, residents who had lived behind closed
doors for the most part of the year,
roam the streets with relief as they
attempt to rebuild their lives.
“People are breathing freely
again. Employees have returned
to their jobs and students to their
schools. Some normal life is reinstalled in the city that has gone
through a very dark period,” said
bin Breik.
Mohamad Abul-Qassem, a
pseudonym used for security
reasons, is a reporter based in
Sana’a.

Kuwait talks to end Yemen war seem in jeopardy
The Arab Weekly staff

London

Y

emen peace talks have
been suspended after
representatives of the internationally recognised
government walked out
of negotiations aimed at ending the
15-month war.
Negotiators for the government
of President Abd Rabbo Mansour
Hadi pulled out of the UN-sponsored sessions in Kuwait on May
17th, accusing representatives of
the Iran-allied Houthi rebels of procrastination and failure to implement the previously agreed agenda.
The second suspension since the
start of talks comes amid accusations that the Houthi militia was
skirting around implementation
of UN Security Council Resolution
2216, which calls for the rebels to
withdraw from areas they seized
and to surrender weapons.

Yemeni Prime Minister
Ahmed bin Daghr
rejected a Houthi
proposal for a national
unity government.
The Hadi government Foreign
Minister Abdel-Malek al-Mekhlafi
said the final straw was the Houthis’ failure to recognise Hadi’s legitimacy.
Mekhlafi asked the United Nations for a written guarantee from
the Houthis on endorsing Resolution 2216 and recognising Hadi’s
government.
“We will not return until we get
a letter from them that commits

them to the UN Security Council
resolutions, the Gulf initiative and
the outcome of the (national) dialogue… The issue of legitimacy is
not subject to discussion,” Mekhlafi
said during a news conference in
Kuwait City.
The setback has left UN and
Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) officials scrambling to salvage the
peace process. According to Yemeni
sources familiar with the negotiations, since talks were suspended
the internationally recognised government has been bombarded with
calls, mostly from Gulf leaders and
officials. The tone of the calls was
described as both supportive and
stern, with Gulf officials hoping to
convince Hadi’s representatives to
give talks another chance.
The emir of Kuwait, Sheikh Sabah
al-Ahmad al-Jaber al-Sabah, has intervened personally for a second
time since talks started April 21st.
He met with both delegations privately a day after talks were halted.
He publicly urged both sides to
work to overcome the obstacles.
UN Special Envoy for Yemen Ismail Ould Cheikh Ahmed has had
a series of bilateral meetings with
the delegations and diplomats.
However, a sense of frustration was
evident on his Twitter account. “A
comprehensive peace agreement
needs to be a Yemeni-Yemeni accord. Achieving it will be dependent on the commitment of the two
delegations,” Ould Cheikh Ahmed
wrote.
“We are being flexible with the
delegations to help them reach a
political agreement but they must
assume the responsibility in front
of them,” he said.
Yemeni Prime Minister Ahmed
bin Daghr rejected a Houthi propos-

Yemen’s Prime Minister Ahmed Obeid bin Daghr attends a news conference in Riyadh, on May 18th.
al for a national unity government
and accused the militia and former president Ali Abdullah Saleh
of bankrupting the impoverished
country.
“Houthis and Saleh spent almost
$3 billion that constituted most of
the financial reserve of the country,” bin Daghr said in a speech in
Riyadh. “The reserves were used
in military efforts to seize the state

and authority and stage a coup
against the republic and unity.”
The war in Yemen began after the
Shia Houthis and their allies overran the capital Sana’a in September
2014 and seized most of the country. Hadi fled to Riyadh.
An Arab coalition, led by Saudi
Arabia and supported by the United States and Britain, began an
air campaign against the rebels in

March 2015. Arab coalition ground
troops later entered the fight to restore Hadi’s UN-recognised government.
The war in Yemen has led to the
deaths of more than 6,400 people,
mostly civilians, and displaced
about 2.8 million. The country is
suffering a major humanitarian catastrophe, making resolution of the
war a matter of the utmost urgency.
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Time running out for Syria peace talks
Mahmud el-Shafey

London

P

eace talks between Bashar
Assad’s government and
the opposition appear no
closer to resumption with
time running out ahead
of an August 1st deadline for the
Syrian president to depart even after the International Syria Support
Group (ISSG) met in Vienna.
International partners agreed
a number of measures to address
Syria’s deteriorating humanitarian
situation during an ISSG meeting
May 17th but were unable to set a
date to resume stalled peace negotiations.
The meeting, hosted by US Secretary of State John Kerry and Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov,
sought to “solidify” the cessation
of hostilities reached in February.
The ISSG warned that if the 11-week
ceasefire failed, it could lead to a
return to all-out war and called on
international partners to do everything possible to ensure the truce
and return the Syrian sides to negotiations.
“If the commitments of the parties to the cessation are not implemented in good faith, the consequence could include the return of
full-scale war,” the ISSG communiqué said.
The ISSG is a group of countries
and agencies involved, on different sides, in the Syrian conflict. It
includes Saudi Arabia and Turkey —
staunch opponents of Assad — and
Russia and Iran, his closest allies.
Talks between the Syrian government and opposition stalled in April
after the opposition High Negotiations Committee (HNC) walked out,
citing the government’s refusal to
abide by the terms of the ceasefire,
particularly over government air
strikes targeting hospitals and medical facilities in the northern city of
Aleppo. Neither side attended the
ISSG meeting in Vienna.
Aleppo has since been added to
the areas covered by the cessation
of hostilities, although the truce

Russian Foreign Minister Sergei Lavrov (L) and US Secretary of State John Kerry attend a ministerial meeting on Syria in Vienna, on May
17th.
was reportedly fraying in other areas, with UN Envoy Staffan de Mistura saying that the ceasefire was only
holding at 50%.
The Syrian Observatory for Human Rights reported major clashes
in Eastern Ghouta, near Damascus,
between rival rebel groups, including one backed by al-Qaeda-linked
al-Nusra Front not covered by the
cessation of hostilities. Assad’s
forces have also been carrying out
air strikes in Deraa and Idlib, areas
where al-Nusra Front is known to
have positions.
Under the terms of the cessation
of hostilities, both the government
and opposition can attack al-Nusra
Front and the Islamic State (ISIS).
However, in some areas of Syria,
such as Aleppo, al-Nusra Front
is fighting alongside Syrian rebel
forces against government troops

and the Syrian opposition has accused Damascus of attacking Syrian
groups under the pretext of attacking al-Nusra Front.
“We need to bear in mind that
intra-Syrian talks will become
credible when… there is a credible
development on the cessation of
hostilities and a credible improvement on the humanitarian side,” de
Mistura said during a news conference with Kerry and Lavrov.
“We can re-launch the talks…
because it is clear there is no military solution. But we need to do it
soon, not late, otherwise we lose
the momentum,” de Mistura said,
calling for more international effort
to restart the Geneva talks. “There
is hope,” he added.
French Foreign Minister JeanMarc Ayrault said the objective was
to resume talks in June, although

fasting for the Islamic holy month
of Ramadan is set to begin June 6th.
While Ramadan is not expected to
result in a lull in fighting on the
ground, few analysts say that any
meaningful progress in talks could
take place during the holy month.

Although the ISSG did
not make progress on
restarting the talks, it
did agree to coordinate
airdrops by the World
Food Programme to
besieged areas.
Kerry had earlier mooted an August 1st deadline for the start of
a post-Assad political transition,
warning the Syrian president and
his backers that “either something
happens in these next few months
or they are asking for a very differ-

ent track”.
Even if talks resume, the government delegation has shown little interest in discussing Assad’s future,
with the opposition adamant that
any political deal to end the conflict
must include the Syrian president
stepping down from power.
Although the ISSG did not make
progress on restarting the talks, it
did agree to coordinate airdrops by
the World Food Programme to besieged areas.
“This is a very important step
forward, not only because it will
save countless thousands of lives
on the ground, but also potentially
because it will save the political
process,” British Foreign Secretary
Philip Hammond said.
Mahmud el-Shafey is an Arab
Weekly correspondent in London.

For Assad’s Alawites, a grim post-war future
B ook s

London

W

hatever the
recent military
successes of the
Syrian regime,
for example in
recapturing
Palmyra from Islamic State (ISIS),
two experts in a recent stimulating
collection of essays — The Alawis
of Syria: War, Faith and Politics in
Gareth
the Levant — on the country’s longSmyth
dominant minority Alawites
foresee continuing violence and
uncertainly.
First, Reinoud Leenders, reader
in international relations and Middle East studies at King’s College
London, argues that rather than
resting on “senseless violence
and repression” as commonly
portrayed, the Assad regime has
proved “calculative, rational, and
learning — if by trial and error”,
leaving it “shaken, damaged but
alive and kicking”.
Leenders takes issue with commentators — as well as UN envoy
“The
Lakhdar Brahimi — who portray
principal
Syrian President Bashar Assad
source of
as out of touch. He points out
demographic that while Assad did suggest in a
support and January 2011 Wall Street Journal
interview that Syria was immune
military
to the “Arab spring”, he responded
personnel, so with guile when protests broke out
critical to the two months later.
Governors were replaced, proregime’s grip
tests were portrayed as local and
on power, is the regime manipulated tribes
drying up.”
and clans. This was not irrational,
argues Leenders, even if it faltered
Fabrice Balanche,
as demonstrators raised national
University of Lyon 2
demands: “At first, both the regime

and the protesters stressed their allinclusive credentials when it came
to Syria’s multi-sectarian society.”
While Leenders argues that
“prime responsibility” for the conflict’s turn towards sectarianism lies
with the regime, many of its actions
— such as moving military bases to
Alawite or Christian areas — were
practical rather than sectarian in
intention.
Neither was manipulating the
ethnic divide between Kurds and
Arabs irrational. Early concessions
to the Kurds, including giving
citizenship to the stateless, helped
divide them from the mainstream
Syrian opposition, built a relationship with the Democratic Union
Party (PYD), allied to the Turkeybased Kurdistan Workers’ Party
(PKK) and “saddled Turkey, initially
perhaps the most vocal enthusiast
of Syrian regime change, with… an
armed, unpredictable entity waving
PKK flags on its very doorstep”.
Leenders avoids moral judgments, which is evident in his
analysis of improving conditions
in government-held areas — higher
state salaries, subsidised food,
maintained electricity supplies —
while the regime has made life in
rebel-held areas “as miserable as
possible”, even blocking humanitarian aid.
In using violence, he writes,
“there is little doubt… (the Assad
regime) has consistently calibrated
repression to reflect its assessment
of how the international community — in particular the US and its
European allies — would respond”.
In particular, Leenders argues,
government forces have escalated

their use of weapons once convinced there would be no response
from the international community,
which stood back in 2013 when the
use of chemicals provoked a global
outcry.
Regime propaganda, meanwhile,
has highlighted the presence of foreign fighters and Sunni extremists,
especially in Jabhat al-Nusra and
ISIS, and their links to Arab Gulf
backers. Leenders detects trial-anderror rather than a master plan and
suggests Assad’s “proven responsiveness and adaptability” will help
with challenges ahead.
How long this may go on is moot.
Fabrice Balanche, assistant professor at the University of Lyon 2,
examines the demographic roots
of the conflict, going back to the
Alawites drifting down over the
last century from the mountains
where they had escaped persecution for centuries. In 1947, the
Alawites were only 7.8% of the
population in Latakia and 12.8%
in Safita, both now mainly
Alawite cities.
Balanche highlights policies
under Hafez Assad to bring
Alawites to the cities, including Damascus (home to 4,200
Alawites in 1945 and now
500,000), and into education
and public service, including the army. Today, 81% of
Alawites in Latakia work in
the state sector, compared to 57%
of Christians and 44% of Sunnis.
While such demographics have
fostered an Alawite-led state, there
have been problems. First, as the
Alawites urbanised, their birthrate
fell from eight to two per couple

Michael Kerr
and Craig Larkin
(eds), The Alawis
of Syria: War,
Faith and Politics
in the Levant,
Hurst 2015

in two generations (two-thirds of
the rate among Sunnis), a tendency
encouraged by a more “secular”
culture among Alawites that has
encouraged women to pursue
educational and employment opportunities.
Second, pro-Alawite policies have
fostered Sunni resentment. Hafez
Assad gave the Alawites power but
in the long-term risked making the
regime unstable.
Worse for his son and successor,
“despite vicious repression in the
Sunni-majority areas, and strategies
verging on ethnic cleansing in the
Alawite region, the combination
of an ageing Alawite population,
low birth rates and mass migration mean that the principal source
of demographic support and
military personnel, so critical
to the regime’s grip on power,
is drying up”.
Balanche is non-committal
on whether demographic polarisation could make a separate
Alawite state more viable than in
the 1920s, when the French tried
and abandoned the idea. But he
does quote one Alawite refugee
in the coastal Alawite-dominated
region: “Before the onset of the
crisis, I never felt myself to be
Alawi… Since 2011, however, we’ve
felt the hatred directed towards
us… We came to Tartus and we’ll
stay here. I don’t think we can ever
return to live in Aleppo.”
Gareth Smyth has reported on
Middle Eastern affairs for 20 years
and was chief correspondent for
the Financial Times in Iran from
2003-07.
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Al-Qaeda challenges ISIS with an emirate in Syria
Ed Blanche

Beirut

A

l-Qaeda emir Ayman alZawahiri plans to proclaim an Islamic emirate
in north-western Syria in
a direct challenge to the
Islamic State (ISIS), which eclipsed
Osama bin Laden’s worldwide network as the standard bearer of jihadism by declaring a caliphate in
2014.
The drive by al-Qaeda, largely
written off as a relic of the early
years of apocalyptic jihadism, could
have a dramatic and wide-ranging
effect on the Middle East, the war
raging in Syria and on the direction
of the extreme Islamist cause.
At the very least, it signals a likely
escalation in the internecine jihadist conflict between al-Qaeda and
its sibling that could further complicate the already bewilderingly complex Syrian war.
Al-Qaeda’s increasingly aggressive moves have gained momentum
as ISIS reels from a string of military
setbacks in which it has lost about
40% of the arc of territory it conquered in Iraq and Syria along with
many of its veteran leaders and key
economic facilities due to US air
strikes.

“Al-Qaeda has big
ambitions in
Syria.”
Charles Lister, a senior
fellow at the Middle East
Institute
If those ISIS losses continue, alQaeda’s establishment of a rival
caliphate in Syria could have a potentially catastrophic effect on ISIS.
In a May 7th audio message titled
Go Forth to the Levant, Zawahiri, a
veteran Egyptian jihadist and bin
Laden’s successor, said al-Qaeda’s
core leadership was planning a
“rightly guided entity” in the Arab
world to usurp the “counterfeit caliphate” established by ISIS.
Zawahiri and the al-Qaeda leadership based in Pakistan have been
seeking to build support among the

rebel groups fighting in Syria, particularly the Islamists, including
Ahrar al-Sham and Jund Al Aqsa, for
some time.
Other al-Qaeda operatives have
been embedded within Ahrar al-Sham, an Islamist group that is more
nationalist than jihadist and has
attracted wide support. Its alliance
with al-Nusra Front, the strongest
of the non-ISIS groups that control
much of Idlib province, gives it significant firepower and political status in Syria.
Al-Nusra Front has reportedly intensified contacts with other groups
over establishing an al-Qaeda caliphate.
“Al Qaeda has big ambitions in
Syria,” observed Charles Lister, a
senior fellow at the Middle East Institute who has spent years meeting
Islamist and other leaders engaged
in the Syrian war.
“For the past three years, an unprecedented number of veteran
figures belonging to the group has
arrived in the country, in what can
only be described as the covert revitalisation of al-Qaeda’s central
leadership on Europe’s doorstep,”
he said.
“Now the jihadi group’s Syrian
affiliate, the Nusra Front — having
spent nearly five years slowly building deep roots in the country — is
laying the groundwork for al-Qaeda’s first sovereign state.”
Lister, writing in the journal Foreign Policy, noted that al-Qaeda
“has recently transferred a number
of highly influential jihadi figures
from its central leadership circles
into Syria. Their mission is to assuage the concerns expressed by
other Syrian Islamist movements
and those members of al-Nusra
Front who, for now, oppose the idea
of an independent emirate.”
Indeed, support for an al-Qaeda
caliphate is far from total. Some in
al-Nusra Front do not like the idea
and Ahrar al-Sham is divided on the
issue. Some view al-Nusra’s strong
ties to al-Qaeda to be detrimental
and argue that without those links
the jihadists would get greater support in the Gulf and beyond.
Lister concludes that the “presence of a militarily powerful and
socially accepted al-Qaeda emirate

A general view shows the wreckage of a government warplane which al-Nusra front (al-Qaeda’s Syria
affiliate) reportedly shot down over the northern Syrian town of Al-Eis, on April 5th.
in north-western Syria, led by several dozen veteran al-Qaeda figures
and heavily manned by local Syrian
fighters, could have significant consequences for the Syrian crisis and
for international security.”
He said the “international implications” of an al-Qaeda emirate
“would be even more significant.
The combination of an al-Qaeda
emirate and a revitalised al-Qaeda
central leadership in northern Syrian would represent a confidence
boost for the jihadi organisation’s
global brand.
“Al-Qaeda would present itself
as the smart, methodical and persistent jihadi movement that, in
contrast to the Islamic State, had
adopted a strategy more aligned
with everyday Sunni Muslims.”
But, Lister stressed, all this should
not suggest that al-Qaeda had gone
soft on bin Laden’s call for all-out
holy war against Western powers
and their Arab satraps.
“Eventually the decision would
be made to initiate the plotting of
foreign attacks, using Syria’s proximity to Europe and al-Qaeda’s re-

gional network to pose a far more
urgent threat than the group ever
posed in Yemen and Afghanistan.
Should the Islamic State continue to
suffer losses to its territorial claims
in Iraq and Syria, we might also see
some defections to the emboldened
al-Qaeda affiliate next door.”
The Americans are alarmed at this
gathering of senior al-Qaeda cadres
in Syria, many with multimilliondollar US bounties on their heads,
and including the Khorasan Group,
which they say is plotting attacks
against the United States.
Among the jihadist veterans
Zawahiri has infiltrated into Syria
since mid-2013 to bolster al-Nusra
Front are some of al-Qaeda’s most
dangerous and capable commanders, including Saif al-Adel, an operations planner and a former colonel in the Egyptian Army’s special
forces.
He is one of several “senior management” al-Qaeda figures who
have left Iran in the last two years.
Adel was among 13 veteran jihadists
who were held by Tehran after they
fled to there in late 2001 when US-

led forces seized much of Afghanistan in the wake of the September
11th attacks.
They appeared to have enjoyed
considerable freedom of movement and apparently were allowed
to operate when it benefited the
Tehran regime. They have mainly
been released since 2014. Adel and
some others were allowed to leave
in September 2015, supposedly in
exchange for an Iranian diplomat
kidnapped by al-Qaeda’s wing in
Yemen.
Adel, who was the third ranking leader in al-Qaeda, and several
others who are turning up again in
Syria are wanted for involvement in
the August 1998 bombings of the US
embassies in that Zawahiri’s plans
for an al-Qaeda emirate accelerated
after Adel arrived in Syria, including plans to assassinate key figures
among al-Nusra Front’s rivals who
oppose its growing influence.
Ed Blanche is Analysis editor of
The Arab Weekly. He has reported
on Middle Eastern affairs since 1967
and lives in Beirut.

Proposed ‘Northern Army’ in Syria alienates Kurds
Manar Abdel Razzak

Damascus

T

he Obama administration leaked details about
a plan to form a unified
army in northern Syria.
Jaish al-Shamal — the
Northern Army — would bring together more than 3,000 fighters
belonging to a number of moderate
rebel groups.
The US objective is to fight the Islamic State (ISIS) and not troops loyal to Syrian President Bashar Assad.
The declared aims of the anticipated force are limited to engaging
al-Nusra Front and ISIS, according
to a source in the Harakat Nour alDin al-Zenki, the largest opposition
group to take part in the proposed
army.

The declared aims of
the anticipated force
are limited to engaging
al-Nusra Front and
ISIS.
The plan was reportedly formulated at a meeting May 9th in Turkey
and included intelligence officials
from the United States, Turkey, Saudi Arabia and Qatar, in addition to
leaders of the rebel groups. Turkish
officials bluntly told the insurgents
that if they refused to join the proposed alliance they would be branded as terrorists.
The Americans are to provide the
new force with advanced weaponry.

Saudi Arabia and Qatar would cover
financial costs. Military operations
could start within two weeks. Air
cover would be provided by the coalition countries while Turkey would
offer artillery support from across
the border.
According to a field commander
with al-Zenki, the plan involves
three phases, starting with the announcement of the creation of Jaish
al-Shamal. The second step includes
moving the groups’ fighters and
their weapons via Turkish territories to northern Aleppo. The third
phase is the fight itself.
He noted that opposition groups
had begun on May 13th moving fighters and heavy weaponry
through Bab al-Hawa, a border
crossing between Syria and Turkey.
Al-Zenki group is to lead the battle, which is meant to fight ISIS,
evict al-Nusra Front from Idlib, liberate the town of Al Raii, capture the
area to the east of city of Azaz and
then the city of Mare’.
The plan was confirmed by US
Deputy Secretary of State Antony
Blinken, who declared at a May 13th
news conference in Washington that
the United States and Turkey share
the objective of clearing the area
from ISIS.
However, the fact that the plan
does not refer to fighting troops loyal to Assad has aroused suspicions
among rebel groups of the existence
of a prior agreement between the
United States and Russia on the formation of the new alliance.
“We fear that the US conditions
limit the mission of this (new) army
to fighting ISIS,” an al-Zenki com-

A file picture of fighters from the Harakat Nour al-Din al-Zenki
taking position behind sandbags at the Sakhur frontline, near the
northern Syrian city of Aleppo.
mander said. “Is there a US-Russian
understanding with the Syrian regime to avoid fighting between the
Northern Army and the Syrian regular army as well as the Kurdish fighters who are attempting to control
the area?”
It seems opposition groups have
no alternative but to go along with
the US plan of fighting ISIS out of
fear that they will lose land to advancing Assad troops, backed by
Iranian and Hezbollah fighters under Russian air cover, and also their
only supply route from Turkey,
which threatened to consider them
terrorists if they fail to comply.
Nonetheless, the US-sponsored
plan seems to serve the goals of

Turkey, which according to highranking Syrian opposition sources,
“is facing an embarrassing situation” after the killing of more than
25 people and the injuring of dozens
of others by ISIS bombardment from
Syria on the Turkish town of Kilis.
Turkey, the sources said, is anxious to remove the ISIS threat from
its borders and block the road to
advancing Kurdish forces without
having to send its own troops into
Syrian territory. The plan also frustrates the objectives of the Kurds,
who want to extend their control in
northern Syria and take an additional 90km area up to Afrin, north-west
of Aleppo. They already control a
500km-long area stretching from

the north-eastern Al Malkiya on the
Syrian-Iraqi border to the Euphrates
west of Kobane.
A Kurdish source said the Americans had backed off on a promise to
hand over to the Kurds the cities of
Jarablus and Manbij, to the west of
the Euphrates, following the visit by
Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan to Washington.
The differences between the two
sides surfaced at a meeting May 17th
in the Kurdish city of Kobane between US and Kurdish officials. At
the meeting, the Americans insisted
that the taking of Raqqa, ISIS’s de
facto capital, must precede liberating areas west of the Euphrates. The
Kurds insisted on liberating the two
Kurdish towns first.
Idris Naasan, a Kurdish official in
charge of foreign relations in Kobane, said he remained confident
that the United States would keep
its promises, referring to the arrival
of more US military advisers into the
Kurdish areas and to the increasing
cooperation between the two sides.
The Assad regime dismissed the
creation of Jaish al-Shamal as an attempt by Turkey to establish safe areas on its borders with Syria. Such a
plan, the semi-official Syrian newspaper Al Watan said, is doomed to
fail.
The creation of Jaish al-Shamal
could well be an attempt by the
United States and Russia to exert
pressure on all sides involved in the
Syrian war to reach an agreement.
Manar Abdel Razzak is a Syrian
reporter based in the southern
Turkish city of Gaziantep.
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Killing of Badreddine spells trouble for Hezbollah
James Bruce

Beirut

M

ustafa Amine Badreddine, known by his
nom de guerre Sayyed
Zul Fikar — “Sayyed”
denoting his claim to
being a descendant of the Prophet
Mohammad and “Zul Fikar”, the
fabled sword of Imam Ali, the most
revered of the Shia heroes — died as
he had lived most of his adult life:
cloaked in mystery and intrigue.
It is not even clear who killed him
because he had more enemies than
he could count. The circumstances
of his death in Damascus on May
12th remain murky and outside of
Hezbollah’s notoriously secretive
ruling clique it is anyone’s guess
whether he was killed by the Israelis, Syrian rebels, jihadists or even,
as some mutter darkly, by Iran or his
own people because of rifts over the
war in Syria.
There have been reports that
Badreddine clashed with Hezbollah’s leader, Hassan Nasrallah, and
the party’s military council over his
refusal to Iran’s demand he throw
more of his men into the savage battle for Aleppo because they had already suffered withering casualties.

There have been
reports that
Badreddine clashed
with Hezbollah’s
leader, Hassan
Nasrallah, and the
party’s military
council.
Hanin Ghaddar, managing editor
of the Now Lebanon website and a
critic of Hezbollah, observed that
“whoever was behind the assassination, this mood of doubt and suspicion has brought to the surface concerns that Hezbollah and Lebanon’s
Shia community possess about Iran,
their main ally and patron in Syria”.
But his death in a “large explosion” in a warehouse in Hezbollah’s
heavily guarded Al Sharaf compound, part of the military section
of Damascus International Airport,
around midnight May 12th after a
meeting with his officers, appears
to have been a serious security lapse
that could not have come at a worse
time for Hezbollah.
The Party of God, which drove the
Israelis out of southern Lebanon in
2000, then fought the Jewish state’s

vaunted military to a “divine victory” standstill in a 34-day war in
2006, is in the throes of a transition
from a tight-knit guerrilla group of a
few thousand men mounting smallunit, hit-and-run attacks against
Israel to something akin to a conventional army with a vast arsenal
of 15,000 missiles by Israel’s count.
Hezbollah’s massive growth,
largely the result of its 2006 war
with Israel and its intervention in
the Syrian war from 2012, has left it
vulnerable to infiltration by its enemies, particularly Israel and more
recently Saudi Arabia.
Israel’s intelligence services have
long penetrated Hezbollah’s once
seemingly watertight internal security. Scores of Lebanese working for
Israel, including several army officers, have been uncovered in recent
years.
“Regardless of who was behind
the killing, the bottom line is that
Badreddine’s death is a significant
blow to Hezbollah, operationally
and mentally,” observed Nadav Pollak and Matthew Levitt of the Israelfriendly Washington Institute for
Near East Policy.
“The incident is also a big blow to
the group’s image as undefeatable
and untouchable. If Badreddine can
be killed in Syria, no Hezbollah commander is safe there… Nasrallah will
eventually need to blame someone,
in part to show his supporters in
Lebanon that the group does not
back down.”
Israeli infiltration led to the assassination of several Hezbollah leaders, most notably Hezbollah’s military commander Imad Mughniyeh,
Badreddine’s cousin, brother-in-law
who was killed in an explosion in
Damascus in February 2008.
Four other senior Hezbollah chieftains have also been assassinated,
all supposedly by Israel in the last 16
months, an abysmal security record.
Mughniyeh’s son Jihad was killed
along with other senior Hezbollah
figures and an Iranian general January 15th, 2015, in an Israeli air strike
in the war-divided Golan Heights, a
clear warning to Iran and its proxy
to keep out. Afterwards, Nasrallah
declared: “We in Lebanon’s Islamic
Resistance are no longer interested
in anything called ‘rules of battle’.”
But amid Hezbollah’s almost incoherent account of the Badreddine
assassination, Nasrallah’s warning
sounds increasingly hollow, a fallibility that Hezbollah, with its carefully cultured image of impregnability, cannot afford.
The Jewish state was initially seen

Members of Lebanon’s Shia militant group Hezbollah carry a portrait of Mustafa Badreddine during
his funeral in southern Beirut, on May 13th.
as being behind the Badreddine killing but Hezbollah went out of its
way to point the finger elsewhere.
These highly visible efforts to avoid
blaming Israel, its sworn enemy, illustrate its quandaries — and its
weakness.
Under the arcane rules of Middle
Eastern warfare, the assassination
of someone of Badreddine’s status
requires retaliation against a target
of equal value. However, if Hezbollah did that, it risks touching off a
war with Israel, something the Party of God cannot afford while it is
pinned down in Syria.
Not to do so would mean an enormous loss of face, so better then to
blame Syrian rebels, even if the cover story is full of holes.
Even before Badreddine’s mysterious death, Hezbollah’s credibility
as the region’s most powerful nonstate military force was suffering
because of its inability to carry out
Nasrallah’s vow to avenge Mughniyeh. Eight years on, almost all of at
least 27 attempts to hit Israeli targets across the globe have failed.
The fallout from the Badreddine
affair also highlights a general diminishing of Hezbollah’s image as
an enlightened protector of and provider for Lebanon’s long-marginalised Shias. As its power has grown,

it has been transformed into a major
corporate power with financial fingers in everything from construction to retailing.
This has left it prey to the kind of
systemic corruption that ruined the
Palestine Liberation Organisation,
from which the embryonic Hezbollah drew its first recruits in the early
1980s, and emasculated its ideological aspiration of restoring Palestine
to its rightful owners.

Mustafa Amine
Badreddine died as he
had lived most of his
adult life: cloaked in
mystery and intrigue.
At home, many Shias in Lebanon,
particularly those whose relatives
are dying in ever-increasing numbers in the Syrian inferno, are questioning why Hezbollah, self-styled
champion of the oppressed, is supporting a tyrannical regime that is
slaughtering its own people.
Hezbollah declared in a statement
that Badreddine’s death, which the
party said was at the hands of “takfiri“ Sunni extremists, “will increase
our commitment and will and perseverance in continuing to battle
these criminal gangs and defeat

them”.
Perhaps so. But Hezbollah has
paid a steep price for its Syrian involvement: an estimated 1,200 dead
— some tallies go as high as 2,000 —
with triple that number of wounded. That compares with 1,276 dead
during its entire 1982-2000 guerrilla
war against Israel in southern Lebanon.
It is hard to know Hezbollah’s
losses for sure because it does not
provide statistics, in part, at least,
because if the extent of the losses
were known, it could trigger a popular wave of anger that would leave
the party’s leaders precariously isolated.
That is a situation that could have
strategic implications for Tehran
and the army of Lebanese, Iraqi,
Syrian, Afghan and Pakistani Shias
it has assembled to do much of its
fighting against the seemingly incoherent jumble of Sunni rebels, Islamists, Kurds and Turkmen backed
by the United States, Russia, Saudi
Arabia and others.
James Bruce has written
extensively on Middle Eastern
security issues for publications
such as Jane’s Intelligence Review
and Jane’s Defence Weekly. He lives
in Beirut.

Hezbollah faces tricky task after Syria commander killed

View poi nt

Riad Kahwaji

T

he recent killing of top
Hezbollah military
commander Mustafa
Badreddine has placed
before the party a
tough choice of
selecting a successor who can fill
his very large shoes.
Badreddine was a legendary
commander who had succeeded
an even more famous commander, Imad Mughniyah, who
was assassinated in Damascus
eight years ago.
Both were shadowy figures who
moved around like ghosts
plotting and striking targets, not
just in and around Lebanon, but
throughout the Middle East and
beyond. Badreddine is part of a
dying breed that will be very hard
for Hezbollah to replace, especially in a middle of a vicious war
of attrition in Syria, an aggressive US campaign to clamp

Hezbollah’s priority
now is to restore
morale among the party
members.

down on the party’s financial
resources and the ever-present
Israeli threat.
When it comes to experience in
espionage, guerrilla warfare and
fighting, Badreddine has been
there and done it all. He operated
in Kuwait, Iraq, Syria, Lebanon
and other places that many of us
might not ever know. He did
things with his own hands from
planting bombs to pulling
triggers, plotting schemes and
carrying them out. He operated
when the world was still caught
up in a Cold War between the East
and the West and witnessed the
rise of the Islamic Republic of
Iran and the birth of Hezbollah.
The version released by
Hezbollah on the cause of
Badreddine’s death does not
seem to hold that much weight.
He was reported to have been
killed by shrapnel from an
artillery shell fired by an
unknown Syrian rebel group
while he was near his quarters
near Damascus International
Airport. However, well-informed
intelligence sources in Beirut said
he was killed by an Israeli
air-dropped weapon that hit his
flat near the airport. Hezbollah is
believed to be intent on avoiding

implicating Israel to spare itself
the obligation of retaliating
against it, which would spark an
unwanted war.
Media reports have spoken
about several possible successors,
including Badreddine’s nephew,
Mughniyah’s son Mustafa, who is
a bit too young and inexperienced
for the job. Other reports mentioned Ibrahim Aqeel and Imad
Shakar, two veterans who worked
for Badreddine and Mughniyah
before him. Both are on US
wanted lists of terrorists for their
involvement in attacks against
Western targets. They have also
been around and done it all, and
keep very low profile.
Hezbollah’s priority now is to
restore morale among party
members, especially the combatants on the front lines in Syria.
The party has suffered heavy
losses over the past months on the
Aleppo front and the death of its
military commander will further
undermine the low morale of the
fighters.
The party wants to pick somebody qualified for the job and his
name will have a strong psychological impact on Israel. The party
needs a military commander that
Hezbollah’s adversaries will take

“We are in
Syria fighting
for a lost
cause.”
A Hezbollah
official

seriously. That is why selecting
the right successor is crucial to
generate a positive shock among
Hezbollah ranks.
According to a Hezbollah
official, the party’s leadership
prepares multiple succession
scenarios related to its top
commanders. “We are all under
constant threat of elimination by
Israeli and Western agents and
hence the leadership always has a
number of names ready to fill any
position that would become
unexpectedly vacant,” he added.
“It is not the first time we lose a
military commander and will not
be the last. We are on this path to
the death,” he said.
Of course, it is not clear how
Hezbollah members would feel
about seeing a commander with
such a career fall in a civil war in
Syria instead of fighting Israel or
the West. “We are in Syria
fighting for a lost cause,” a
Hezbollah official told me two
years ago. I wonder how he feels
now.
Riad Kahwaji is founder and chief
executive officer of the Institute
for Near East and Gulf Military
Analysis (INEGMA) based in Dubai
and Beirut.
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Hezbollah confronted with US banking restrictions
Abdel-Rahman Ayas

Beirut

H

ezbollah members and
sympathisers are finding it harder to have
financial dealings with
Lebanese banks that
have begun carrying out US sanctions against the militant Shia
group and its affiliates. The Iranbacked militia is unlikely to suffer
much, however, because it carries
out its core transactions outside
the country’s banking system.
Lebanese banks have started official enforcement of measures
against people and institutions
suspected having transactions
with Hezbollah in accordance with
US sanctions on the movement,
which Washington and its Arab allies in the Gulf consider a terrorist
group.
The measures apply to bank accounts in any currency held by
people who are proved to do any
kind of business with Hezbollah,
which is represented in the Lebanese government and parliament
and whose militants are fighting
in Syria and Iraq against Sunni insurgents, a source with the Association of Banks in Lebanon (ABL)
said.

Banque du Liban
Governor Riad
Salameh has said the
institution will abide
by the restrictions on
Hezbollah.
US President Barack Obama
signed the Hezbollah International
Financing Prevention Act (HIFPA)
in December. The law had an immediate effect in Lebanon where
banks cancelled credit and debit
cards, including for internet transactions, held by affected people.
Ignoring the US sanctions would
isolate Lebanese banks from the
international banking system, an
ABL team told Hezbollah officials,

according to the source. “They
agreed on mitigating the effect
of the US sanctions,” he said but
would not elaborate.
Asked about reports that Hezbollah pressured the central bank
to cancel its instructions to banks
about the implementation of the
US sanctions, the ABL source said:
“Defying the sanctions in a globalised banking sector would mean
the collapse of Lebanese banks and
Hezbollah knows it”.

The Iran-backed
militia carries out its
core transactions
outside the country’s
banking system.
A source at the central bank,
Banque du Liban (BDL), said he expected a compromise to be reached
with Hezbollah on the matter but
ruled out exempting US-blacklisted organisations and persons from
the sanctions.
Hezbollah’s parliamentary bloc
said the US sanctions could threaten Lebanon’s financial sector, hinting that supporters may withdraw
funds from local banks. The bloc,
known as Loyalty to the Resistance, criticised the central bank
for saying it would abide by the US
law, which Hezbollah lawmakers
claim violates Lebanon’s sovereignty.
The statement came after a cabinet meeting during which officials
discussed the banks’ decision to
shut accounts of at least two Hezbollah lawmakers, a government
source said. Cabinet members expressed concern that the law could
affect Hezbollah’s large network of
social, educational and health organisations, which regularly deal
with the government and provide
services to needy Lebanese.
Central Bank Governor Riad
Salameh said Lebanese banks
must comply with the US law and
that failure to do so risked international isolation of the country’s
banking sector.

Lebanon’s Central Bank in Beirut.
“The US law has to be implemented worldwide and in Lebanon,” he said in a statement. “It
is not possible to guarantee credit
stability if (the central bank) does
not implement the US law. If we
do not do that… our banking sector could become isolated from the
world.”
Those under sanctions include
about 100 people and businesses,
including Hezbollah SecretaryGeneral Sayyed Hassan Nasrallah and top commander Mustafa
Amine Badreddine — recently
killed in Syria. The list includes the
group’s Al-Manar TV and Al-Nour
Radio. Nasrallah said Hezbollah
would not be affected by the law
because it does not deal with Leba-

nese or foreign banks.
Asked whether banks dealing
with Hezbollah cabinet ministers
or legislators who are paid by the
state would be affected, the ABL
source said the law does not mention salaries, recalling a statement
by Salameh in April. Lebanese officials say the effect of the law on the
country’s economy remains unclear, the government source said.
Hints by Hezbollah’s parliamentary bloc that supporters may
withdraw funds from local banks
were soon heard. “The banks risk
losing current or new deposits by
Lebanese expatriates,” said Kamel
Wazni, a Lebanese economic analyst, estimating that Lebanese
living abroad have $31 billion de-

posited in Lebanese banks “and a
good chunk belongs to Shia expatriates”.
Hezbollah does not deal itself
with banks, Wazni said, “but it
does not want its supporters who
are not members to suffer. After
all, the group liberated southern
Lebanon.”
A source with Hezbollah’s parliamentary bloc said BDL should regulate the implementation of the US
law. “Such things cannot be left to
bankers, who may, due to certain
political affiliations, exaggerate in
implementing the law,” the source
said.
Abdel-Rahman Ayas is a
Beirut-based business writer.

The curse of Hariri

View poi nt

Khairallah
Khairallah

I

t is striking that Hezbollah
avoided accusing Israel for
the assassination of one of
its senior field commanders, Mustafa Badreddine.
Badreddine was
reportedly killed in an explosion
near the Damascus airport and
Israel, Hezbollah’s perennial
enemy, is a likely suspect. It
would have been completely
natural for Hezbollah to blame
Israel for the assassination,
whether it actually had evidence
or not, but instead the group
pointed at “takfirist gangs”.
Badreddine has been directly
linked to the Rafik Hariri
assassination in February 2005,
which changed the political and
security situation in Lebanon
and altered the face of the entire
region. Badreddine was famously
one of Hezbollah SecretaryGeneral Hassan Nasrallah’s
“untouchables”, a group of senior
figures Hezbollah refused to
surrender to the Special Tribunal
for Lebanon investigating the
assassination of the former prime
minister.
So why did Hezbollah bypass
Israel and Mossad to blame
unnamed “takfirist gangs”?
It is clear that Hezbollah is in

The curse of Hariri is
resolutely following
anybody and everybody
who was thought to be
involved in the crime.

dire need to justify its role in
the Syrian conflict, which has
decimated the group’s leadership
and cost the lives of hundreds of
Lebanese youth who should have
been studying at university, not
fighting a sectarian war across the
border. Most interestingly, in all
of Hezbollah’s flowery praise of
Badreddine as a “martyr”, there
was no mention of what he was
doing in Damascus.
Hezbollah could not blame
Israel as this would place the
group in a tough position —
Hezbollah’s supporters would
fully expect it to strike back at
Tel Aviv following this. At a time
when Hezbollah is mired in the
Syrian conflict, this is something
it simply cannot do.
There are a number of other
interesting angles to Badreddine’s
assassination, not least that this
now, finally, ties up the loose ends
related to the Hariri assassination.
So, is this the curse of Hariri,
which is resolutely following
anybody and everybody who
was thought to be involved in
this crime or is this the curse of
Lebanon, which is suffering at the
hands of a militia that is intent
on embroiling it in crises and
conflicts beyond its borders, all
part of serving Iran’s expansionist
regional project?
Badreddine was implicated in
not only the Hariri assassination.
His Hezbollah career is a litany
of terrorist plots, including an
attempt on the United States and
French embassies in Kuwait in
1983. The attack would have been
one of the worst terrorist attacks
in the Middle East in the 20th
century if not for faulty wiring on

A Lebanese woman walks past a poster showing
slain Lebanese prime minister Rafik Hariri in
central Beirut, in 2015.
a massive truck bomb. Ultimately
five people died in the attack,
which was subsequently traced
to Iran.
In the end, the results are
clear: A number of senior
Syrian and Hezbollah figures
have been killed who would
have been involved, in one
way or another, in the crimes
committed by the Syrian regime
in Lebanon, including the Hariri
assassination.
Syrian Interior Minister Ghazi
Kanaan, who infamously led
the Syrian security apparatus in
Lebanon and would have been
well aware of all ties between
the Assad regime and Hezbollah,

Hezbollah
could not
blame
Israel as
this would
place the
group in
a tough
position.

was shot to death in a Syrian
hospital in 2005 under mysterious
circumstances
After his death, many
others who also would have
known the secrets of the
relationship between Syrian and
Hezbollah died in unexplained
circumstances. Hezbollah
security chief Imad Mughniyeh
was assassinated in Damascus in
2008. Syrian General Muhammad
Suleiman, adviser for arms
procurement and strategic
weapons to Syrian President
Bashar Assad, was assassinated
in Syria in 2008. Syrian Deputy
Defence Minister Major-General
Assef Shawkat was killed in a
bomb attack in Damascus in 2012,
alongside other senior Syrian
officials. Syrian intelligence
chief Rustom Ghazaleh, who
succeeded Kanaan, was killed
under mysterious circumstances
in April 2015.
So, is it a coincidence
that all these people were
reportedly involved in the
Hariri assassination and the
subsequent international tribunal
investigating this and they all died
under suspicious circumstances
or can it be explained by the
fact that such figures, who are
embroiled in crimes such as this,
will necessarily die under such
circumstances?
Ultimately, the end result is the
same.
Khairallah Khairallah is a
Lebanese writer. The commentary
was translated and adapted from
the Arabic. It was originally
published in the London-based Al
Arab newspaper.
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US unleashes cyber-attacks on ISIS
Ed Blanche

Beirut

T

he United States has declared cyberwar on the Islamic State (ISIS) in Syria
and Iraq, the first known
such attempt to cripple a
military force in combat, ushering
in a revolution in warfare that could
transform the conflicts ripping the
Middle East apart.
According to US Defense Secretary Ashton Carter and other military sources, the operations in Iraq
being carried out by the US Cyber
Command based at Fort Meade,
Maryland, are focused on the Iraqi
Army’s offensive to recapture Mosul. The Islamic State (ISIS) took
over the northern city in June 2014
and it became the nerve centre
of the Islamic caliphate ISIS proclaimed soon after.
The Middle East, where some of
man’s first recorded battles were
fought with spears, swords and
clubs more than three millennia
ago, has become a laboratory for
conflict by computer, in which a
country or military force can be paralysed without the other side firing
a shot.

“I have given
Cyber Command
its first wartime
assignment.”
US Defense Secretary
Ashton Carter
In this largely invisible conflict,
military, industrial, financial, commercial and social infrastructure
can be knocked out in seconds at
the push of a computer key. In theory, crippling terrorist operations
should not be a problem but ISIS
has demonstrated considerable resilience. No details of the cyber-operations have been disclosed, which
makes them difficult to assess, but
the US Cyber Command, created in
2009, has infinitely greater resources than ISIS.
Carter, in his most explicit disclosure concerning the workings of
the US Cyber Command and its $6.8
billion annual budget, on April 5th
declared: “I have given Cyber Com-

mand its first wartime assignment.”
The objective is to disrupt and
degrade ISIS’s command-and-control infrastructure in Mosul and
surrounding regions for advancing
Iraqi state forces to exploit. The first
phase of the offensive to recapture
Mosul has only just begun and by
all accounts, the reconstituted Iraqi
Army — which collapsed under the
stunning ISIS onslaught of 2014 —

The US Cyber
Command has a $6.8
billion annual budget.
will need all the help it can get to
succeed.
US sources said Fort Meade operations began in December following ISIS attacks in France and California. The cyber-operations, along
with 85 US air strikes, played an
important role in rebel forces seizing the strategic northern Syrian
town of Shaddadi and adjoining oil
fields from ISIS in a four-day battle
in February.
The US move appears to be part
of an effort to intensify military and
intelligence operations against ISIS,
without having to commit large
numbers of ground forces, despite
the fact that the long-time US policy
of minimising military involvement
has allowed organisations such as
ISIS to flourish.
But cyber-warfare, still largely in
its infancy, could change the equation. Similar US cyber-operations
are being carried out against ISIS in
neighbouring Syria, in conjunction
with intensified operations by recently expanded US special operations forces. The main target there
is recapturing the city of Raqqa, de
facto capital of the ISIS caliphate.
Carter has said the Syrian operations are designed to “cause them to
lose confidence in their networks,
to overload their networks so they
can’t function and to do all of these
things that will interrupt their ability to command and control forces
there, control the population and
the economy”.
There is another objective: To impede and possibly prevent threatened ISIS cyber-attacks on the West
while the group is under mounting
military pressure in Syria and Iraq.
John Carlin, the US assistant attorney-general for national security,
told a Washington cyber-security

The National Security Agency (NSA) campus in Fort Meade, Maryland, where the US Cyber Command
is located.
conference on March 31st that ISIS
was moving closer to a capability to
unleash “cyber-jihad” on the United
States and presumably its allies as
well.
With the carnage of the ISIS attacks in Brussels still producing
shock waves, Carlin declared: “You
need to prepare because it’s going
to come… We’re in a race against
time.”
Carlin acknowledged that ISIS
was not yet believed to be capable
of unleashing “sophisticated electronic offensives” on a destructive
scale against Western economic
and military infrastructure. “If they
had the capability, they’d use it,” he
said.
But the United States says the jihadists are striving to acquire that
capability and noted ISIS’s “strategic success” in using social media as
a highly successful recruiting tool
through “Madison Avenue-quality”
propaganda.
Iran is also seen as a threat. Indeed, the opening digital salvo was
unleashed at 4.31pm on June 22,
2009, by the United States and Israel against Tehran’s nuclear programme using a computer virus

known as Stuxnet. It sabotaged
cascades of centrifuges that enrich
uranium, the core of the nuclear
process, supposedly setting back
the Iranian programme at least 18
months.
In April 2012, Iran’s National Oil
Company was targeted with an even
more virulent virus known as W32.
Flame. On August 15th, Iran retaliated by hitting Aramco, Saudi Arabia’s
state oil monopoly and the world’s
biggest oil company, with a virus
known as Shamoon that knocked
out 30,000 desktop computers.
There was a simultaneous attack
on RasGas, a joint venture between
ExxonMobil and state-owned Qatar
Petroleum in the neighbouring gasrich emirate of Qatar.
This exchange and attacks that
followed demonstrated just how
vulnerable the Middle East’s oil industry was to potentially crippling
cyber-attacks. The global effect of
such an eventuality may have lessened but the threat remains potent.
Iran is considered one of the main
regional powers with cyberwar capabilities. Tehran has reportedly
invested in excess of $1 billion in
cyber-infrastructure and technol-

ogy and to have recruited 100,000
personnel for the effort.
In 2012, Iranian Supreme Leader
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei established
the Supreme Council on Cyberspace
to accelerate the Islamic Republic’s
cyberwar capabilities, using technology obtained from China.
“Iran’s cyber-programme was designed from the outset to be offensive and proactive in nature,” said
Iranian-American political scientist
Majid Rafizadeh of Harvard. “But it
is advancing at a pace that needs to
be addressed adequately by regional and global powers.
“From
Khamenei’s
perspective, the future of Iran’s cyber-programme is a matter of national security. Iranian leaders can accomplish
several objectives by advancing
their cyber-warfare capabilities…
Iran needs the advanced cyber-programme to protect its nuclear sites
in case of foreign cyber-attacks.
“In the new age of globalisation,
the Islamic Republic is adapting fast
to the modern cyber-technology to
complement its… military prowess
in order to achieve its regional hegemony and ideological ambitions,”
Rafizadeh observed.

How prepared is the world for a cyberwar?
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A

bout three years ago
I wrote a column
predicting that the
next major conf lict
would involve
cyberwarfare and
cyber-terrorism, with much of
the fighting taking place over
the airwaves and the internet
superhighways. As it turns out, I
was only partially right: Battles
are indeed carried out over the
internet but, regrettably, there is
still much conventional fighting
going on.
Three years ago the Syrian
conflict, now in its sixth year,
did not have the international
implications it has today. As the
conflict expanded, implicating
more players and growing in
complexity, it was inevitable for it
to move into cyberspace.
Do not be fooled by a false
sense of relief thinking
that cyberwar may be less
catastrophic than a conventional
one. Well waged, a war over
the internet can have effects as
devastating as artillery shells
and rockets and bombs from
warplanes.

The war in Syria involves
hackers trying to
undermine the other
side’s computers.

Hackers working for foreign
countries have broken into
a number of important and
sensitive US sites, such as the
CIA’s main computer at Langley,
Virginia, the Israeli Mossad,
British and French intelligence
agencies, the North American
Aerospace Defense Command
and a slew of government
ministries and private companies’
computers and websites.
Most of what people do today
is driven by computers. Banks,
supermarkets, businesses,
electric grids, heating-andcooling systems, traffic and air
traffic control and so on and so
forth. Yes, they are all protected
but they are also all vulnerable to
smart hackers, of which there is
no shortage.
There have been attacks
against computers belonging
to Exxon, Shell, BP and others,
including a number in Central
Asian countries. Private email
messages were intercepted and
their content made public, as was
sensitive company data.
According to one source, some
countries are using hackers based
in Mongolia, China and India. The
Mongolian mafia has been very
active in this area.
The truly delicate data are
not the company’s sensitive
personnel files showing how
much money a company’s chief
executive officer is making or the
bribes dished out to smooth the

way for a project nor are copies
of memos from executive offices.
That is just window dressing.
What professional hackers
working for foreign governments
are after are codes that allow
them to intercept the flow of oil
and natural gas in computercontrolled refineries or the
movement of oil through
pipelines. Think of the
devastating consequences
that taking control of such an
operating system would have.
When northern European cities
are freezing in the dead of winter
and need regular deliveries of gas
or oil to heat homes and offices,
rerouting deliveries through
hacked computers will introduce
mayhem on a large scale.
What mayhem will occur when
people trying to access bank
accounts through automated
teller machines realise that
their savings have been wiped
out? Or when the electric grid is
intercepted and cities are left in
the cold and dark? Or when credit
cards become worthless pieces of
plastic? What then?
Of course, there are tremendous
precautions taken with guardrails
and firewalls in place but hackers
continue to refine their skills in
a never-ending game of cat and
mouse with those trying to keep
the computers secure struggling
to remain one step ahead of
potential disaster.
The war in Syria involves

In April
2013,
hackers
managed
to post a
story on a
newswire
saying
the White
House
had been
bombed.

hackers trying to undermine
the other side’s computers. The
United States recently extradited
from Germany two hackers
sympathetic to the Syrian
government.
An alleged computer hacker
sympathetic to the Syrian regime
appeared in US federal court
in Virginia. He was identified
as Peter Romar, 36, an alleged
member of the hacking group the
Syrian Electronic Army.
Two other defendants in the
case, Ahmad Umar Agha and
Firas Dardar, were charged
with being involved in a “hoax
regarding a terrorist attack” and
“attempting to cause mutiny of
the US armed forces”. Dardar, 27,
and Agha, 22, are believed to be
in Syria.
Hackers allegedly used a
relatively unsophisticated tactic
known as “spear phishing” to
target computers belonging
to media networks, including
CNN, National Public Radio, the
Associated Press and Reuters, in
addition to Microsoft, Harvard
University and Human Rights
Watch, the US Justice Department
said.
In April 2013, hackers managed
to post a story on a newswire
saying the White House had been
bombed and US President Barack
Obama injured. That hack caused
a temporary stock market plunge.
This is just a sampling of the
havoc that can be unleashed.
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Erdogan picks close aide as prime minister
Thomas Seibert
Istanbul

L

ess than three weeks after
he pushed Prime Minister
Ahmet Davutoglu from office, Turkish President
Recep Tayyip Erdogan selected a close aide as the new head
of the ruling party and the government in a bid to secure absolute
presidential rule.
Transport Minister Binali Yildirim, a staunch Erdogan supporter
who enjoys the president’s trust, is
the only candidate to take over from
Davutoglu as chairman of the ruling Justice and Development Party
(AKP) at a special party congress. As
the new AKP leader, Yildirim will
also become Turkey’s prime minister.
In a short televised address to
party members after winning his
party’s nomination on May 19th,
Yildirim said he would work in “total harmony” with Erdogan, whom
he called “our leader”.

“The new Turkish PM
is an impeccable
technocrat – and an
impeccable yes-man
to President
Erdogan.”
Political commentator
Mustafa Akyol
He vowed to defeat the separatist
Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK),
which has been battling security
forces since 1984. “We will take the
terrorist affliction off Turkey’s agenda,” he said.
As AKP leader and prime minister, Yildirim will be under Erdogan’s
close watch as the president takes
centre stage, despite Turkey’s constitution foreseeing a largely ceremonial role for the head of state.
Observers say Yildirim is the perfect
candidate to work under Erdogan
because he is completely loyal to
the president. “The new Turkish PM

is an impeccable technocrat — and
an impeccable yes-man to President
Erdogan,” political commentator
Mustafa Akyol posted on Twitter.
AKP spokesman Omer Celik, announcing Yildirim as the anointed
new party chief and prime minister,
made it clear that ultimate power
rested with Erdogan. He said there
was “not even a millimetre of distance between AKP cadres and our
president”.
Yildirim, 60, who has an engineering degree in ship-building, is
among the co-founders of the AKP
and served as transport minister
from 2002-13 before running unsuccessfully to become mayor of the
western Turkish city of Izmir. Following his defeat, Yildirim became
an official adviser to Erdogan before
returning to his ministerial post in
2015.
The CNN-Turk news channel reported that Yildirim received 80%
of votes, followed by Justice Minister Bekir Bozdag and government
spokesman Numan Kurtulmus, in a
test poll among 766 AKP provincial
leaders and lawmakers.
Earlier reports indicated that Erdogan’s son in-law, Energy Minister Berat Albayrak, was also on the
shortlist but a government source
said Albayrak was not a leading candidate. Some media reported that
Albayrak was in the running for a
top post involving the economy in a
Yildirim cabinet.
The AKP’s special congress was
called after Davutoglu announced
his resignation on May 5th. Davutoglu withdrew from the posts of
prime minister and AKP chairman
after facing resistance from Erdogan
supporters in the party leadership.
Observers said Erdogan forced
Davutoglu to resign because he wavered in his support for Erdogan’s
plan to turn Turkey into a presidential republic. The president wants
Yildirim to engineer the system
change from the current parliamentary to a presidential rule as quickly
as possible.
The party congress is also to elect
new members to the AKP’s top decision-making body, the 50-mem-

Binali Yildirim, Turkey’s current transportation minister and founding member of the AKP, Turkey’s
governing party, attends a meeting in Ankara, on May 19th.
ber Central Decision and Executive
Board. Some reports predicted the
board would be purged of members
loyal to Davutoglu. At least four
cabinet ministers with close ties to
Davutoglu are expected to be replaced as well.
After the party congress, Erdogan
will formally ask the new AKP leader to form a government, officially
ending Davutoglu’s tenure as prime
minister.
The fact that the choice of who
is to become the new AKP chief
and the new prime minister comes
down to Erdogan’s wishes shows
that, for all practical purposes,
power in Turkey has already passed
from parliament to the president.
Erdogan became Turkey’s first
directly elected president in 2014
and ever since the president and his
supporters have argued the current

system is broken because it features
a “double head”, with both the
prime minister and the head of state
legitimised by direct popular vote.
Erdogan says the only way to fix
this is to give the president more
executive power. The opposition
argues the plan could result in the
emergence of an authoritarian regime without proper checks and
balances.
Following Davutoglu’s removal,
Erdogan moved quickly to assert
control of Turkey’s foreign policy,
an area traditionally controlled by
the cabinet rather than the president.
Erdogan said he does not accept
some of the European Union’s conditions that Turkey has to fulfil to
gain visa-free travel for its citizens
in Europe. Among the criteria, accepted by Davutoglu earlier this

year but rejected by Erdogan, is a
demand to change Turkey’s antiterror laws. The EU says the laws
are drafted in a way that allows the
persecution of non-violent government critics.
“Since when have you been governing the country?” Erdogan asked
in a May 12th speech, in reference
to EU leaders. “Who gave you that
authority?”
The European Union says visa
restrictions for Turks will remain
in place if Ankara does not fulfil all
72 criteria laid down by the bloc.
Turkey has put in place laws and
decrees that cover most of those
conditions but Erdogan says he will
not budge on the issue of the antiterror laws.
Thomas Seibert is an Arab
Weekly correspondent in Istanbul.

Syria a key factor in the Erdogan-Davutoglu rift
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W

hile there are
many reasons
for the rift
between
Turkish Prime
Minister Ahmet
Davutoglu and his friend and
boss, President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan, including human rights,
authoritarianism and corruption,
differences over Syria were also
prominent on the list of disputes.
Davutoglu is set to step down as
prime minister and leader of the
ruling Justice and Development
Party (AKP) at an extraordinary
party meeting. The move is
believed to have been sparked
over Davutoglu’s delay in turning
Turkey from a parliamentary to a
presidential system of government, a change that would give
Erdogan full executive power.
The Syria file has been an
obsession for both men since
2011. Nine years ago, Davutoglu,
then chief adviser to Erdogan,
hosted Syrian academics in
Istanbul. They were travelling to
build bridges with the selfdeclared Turkish Republic of
Northern Cyprus — on his advice
— and to win favours with
Erdogan.

Davutoglu spoke of
the need to revise
schoolbooks to
rewrite the history of
Syrian-Ottoman relations.

Davutoglu spoke of the need to
revise schoolbooks to rewrite the
history of Syrian-Ottoman
relations. He wanted to turn a
new page with the Syrian people,
both through economic integration and a directed flow of
academic programmes, but he
wanted to do it quietly, with
minimal media attention.
Erdogan, however, was a media
magnet who loved the spotlight,
doing everything with maximum
noise.
This difference in approach
remained strong even after
bilateral relations with Syria
collapsed in the summer of 2011.
Erdogan was always ten steps
ahead of his long-time friend,
often biting off more than he
could chew, while Davutoglu was
always low-key, frowning at the
prime minister’s flamboyant
approach.
Before 2011, Erdogan offered
the Syrians more than he could
deliver economically and after the
war started he showered them
with political and military
promises he did not keep about
red lines he would never let the
Syrian regime cross. People
believed him — and they were
killed.
Erdogan and Davutoglu have
identical ambitions when it
comes to toppling the Syrian
regime and replacing the government with one friendly to the
AKP, created by, or affiliated to,
the Syrian Muslim Brotherhood.
But Davutoglu favoured pursuing
his strategy softly and quietly,
through proper channels and
state institutions, whether

political ones like the Foreign
Ministry or military ones like the
Turkish Army.
Erdogan was more ad hoc,
working with non-state players,
local militias, human traffickers
and smugglers — spreading havoc
in Syria regardless of how this
might backfire inside Turkey.
He opened his country’s
borders to millions of Syrian
refugees, flirted with dangerous
Islamic militias, allowed refugee
boats to swamp European waters
and sowed discord with Turkey’s
Kurds, against Davutoglu’s
advice.
The prime minister argued that
embracing the Syrian opposition
too tightly would alienate Syrian
Kurds and drive them into the
arms of the outlawed Kurdistan
Workers’ Party (PKK), which has
been waging a separatist insurgency in Turkey since 1984.
Many Turkish secularists were
also offended by Erdogan’s
embrace of Islamic groups on the
Syrian battlefield.
By allowing militias to use
Turkish territory as a base,
Erdogan left Turkish cities and
towns under constant threat of
attack, as in May 2013 when a car
bombing killed 53 people in
Reyhanli on the Syrian border.
More recently, Erdogan and
Davutoglu have differed on how
to deal with Russia’s military
intervention in Syria. Erdogan
does not want to cross Russian
President Vladimir Putin; Davutoglu is more confrontational when
it comes to dealing with Moscow.
When he met the Russian
leader, Erdogan insisted that

Many
Turkish
secularists
were also
offended by
Erdogan’s
embrace
of Islamic
groups on
the Syrian
battlefield.

Turkey stands at arm’s length
from Syrian belligerents and
would not work with the Islamic
State (ISIS) or its affiliates.
Davutoglu, speaking on Al
Jazeera television, however,
claimed the contrary, saying:
“Would the Syrians have been
able to defend Aleppo otherwise
(if it were not for Turkish support)?
“If the regime doesn’t control
all of the country’s territory today,
this is thanks to Turkey and some
other states. If the Syrian people
are still in Tal Rifaat, Aleppo and
Azaz, defending their lands,
after… the heavy bombardment
that Russia conducted there with
500 sorties and without targeting
(ISIS), this is thanks to our
support. Our support will continue.”
His remarks were seized on by
the Kremlin, which saw them a
public confession of Turkey’s
direct involvement with radical
Islamic groups in the Syrian cities
Davutoglu mentioned, where
Moscow is fighting what it brands
“terrorist organisations.” Nothing
could have been worse for
Turkish-Russian relations, which
soured after the Turks downed a
Russian fighter jet in November
2015.
Some analysts say Erdogan
might use Davutoglu’s resignation
to blame him for the failed Syria
policy that has neither ended the
war nor toppled the regime in
Damascus. If Erdogan is seeking a
rapprochement with Moscow,
then Davutoglu’s resignation
might very much serve as a
blessing in disguise.
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Hawkish roles reversed in US campaign
Gregory Aftandilian

Washington

S

ince the 1970s, US Republican Party presidential candidates have typically expressed greater willingness
to use military force than
their Democratic counterparts. This
year, however, is likely to see the reverse, as Hillary Clinton, the likely
Democratic nominee, has staked out
a more interventionist foreign and
security policy than Donald Trump,
the presumptive Republican pick.
Clinton, despite being labelled by
detractors as an unabashed liberal,
was a hawk as a US senator and later
as secretary of State.
US Senator Bernie Sanders, her
Democratic presidential challenger,
regularly reminds the party base
that she voted for the Iraq war resolution of 2002 — enabling president
George W. Bush to launch the invasion of Iraq in 2003 — when 22 of her
Democratic colleagues in the Senate, plus one independent, voted
against the war.
Although Clinton has since called
her vote on the war resolution a
“mistake” that she “regrets”, she
has never apologised for the vote,
which Sanders has called the worst
foreign policy blunder in modern US
history.
As secretary of State in President
Barack Obama’s first term, Clinton
was an early advocate of US military
intervention in Syria and was disappointed when Obama decided not
to use force after Syrian President
Bashar Assad’s regime used chemical weapons.
During the current presidential
campaign, Clinton has supported
the idea of a no-fly zone in Syria,
which would require more military
assets than the United States has
employed, again incurring opposition from Sanders.
Clinton remains antagonistic towards Iran despite her support for
the nuclear deal signed in 2015. During a debate she called the signing of
the deal the “one good day” in the
35-year troubled US-Iran relationship and said she was not in favour
of restoring diplomatic relations
with Tehran. She has previously

A 2011 file shows US secretary of State Hillary Clinton with Libyan soldiers in Tripoli, Libya.
said the United States should never
take the military option off the table
when dealing with Iran, suggesting
that she might use force over other
unresolved issues.
On Libya, Clinton was among
those in the Obama administration who advocated the use of force
against Muammar Qaddafi’s regime.
Libya quickly descended into chaos
as militias effectively took over the
country.
Although it is not surprising that
Sanders has criticised Clinton for
her 2002 Iraq war vote, accusing
her of exercising poor judgment, it
is somewhat surprising that Trump
has essentially echoed Sanders.
In the early stages of the Republican presidential debates, Trump
lambasted the decision to go to war
against Iraq in 2003 as a way to take
down his then-chief rival, former
Florida governor Jeb Bush. And
when Bush waffled on the war, giving three different answers in the

course of one week to the question
of whether he would have followed
his brother’s decision to go to war,
Trump went for the jugular.

As secretary of State in
President Barack
Obama’s first term,
Clinton was an early
advocate of US
military intervention
in Syria.
Trump and Sanders instinctively
understood the mood of the American people on the Iraq war. Bucking
the neo-conservatives within his
party who supported intervention,
Trump called the Iraq war a disaster
that destabilised the Middle East.
He also understood that Americans make a distinction between
“good and bad” wars and with
countless deployments of US military personnel to Iraq and with hun-

dreds of billions of dollars spent on
a war that had no good outcome, the
majority of the American people,
even conservatives, saw the war as
a waste of lives and money.
In the coming months, Trump is
likely to greatly criticise Clinton for
her Iraq war vote, seeing this as a
vulnerability to exploit.
Although Trump has been hawkish in opposing the Islamic State
(ISIS) because it poses a threat to
the US homeland, his foreign policy
remarks suggest that he would be
much more constrained than Clinton on using force abroad.
His “America First” approach includes building up the US military
so other countries would not be
tempted to challenge the United
States (though he does not say how
he will pay for such a build-up). He
sees interventions abroad as sapping economic resources needed
domestically.
Trump also advocates a kind of

economic nationalism and has said
that allied countries must pay their
fair share to NATO, suggesting that
if they do not, the United States
should not pick up the tab.
Clinton has called Trump’s foreign
policy proposals naive and dangerous and claims that her experience
and views are more suited to the
real world. Trump, however, is tapping into a deep strain in the American body politic that says the United
States must take care of domestic
issues instead of engaging in costly
and dubious foreign interventions.
Trump’s criticism of Clinton’s
hawkish views may make the presidential election in November more
competitive than some pundits suggest.
Gregory Aftandilian is a lecturer in
the Pardee School of Global Studies
at Boston University and is a former
US State Department Middle East
analyst.

Germany’s backhanded compliment to Maghreb countries
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T

unisia, Algeria and
Morocco have
received a backhanded compliment
from Germany,
Europe’s most
industrialised and populous
country. All three are “safe
countries of origin” for the
purposes of determining their
nationals’ claim to asylum,
according to a draft law passed
by the lower house of the
German parliament.
In other words, Tunisians,
Algerians and Moroccans enjoy
safe enough conditions at home
and must reconcile themselves to
staying where they are. The three
countries are neither a smashing success nor failure most foul.
They are in-between.
The Maghreb In-Betweeners
are just stable enough — even if
sometimes a hair’s breadth from a
truly parlous state — to be denied
the special consideration accorded
to Syrian refugees. Or to Iraqis
with particularly piteous stories.
Or to Afghans, though even they
cannot automatically expect to

Tunisians, Algerians and
Moroccans are neither
a smashing success nor
failure most foul. They
are in-between.

get asylum in Europe any more.
The German law does not, of
course, rule out sui generis appeals
for refuge from individuals who
face persecution of some sort in
Tunis, Algiers and Rabat. Overall,
however, the three countries are
in-between the best of times and
worst of times.
How else to read German Interior Minister Thomas de Maiziere’s
remarkable admission that Algeria
and Morocco are not democratic
states, that human rights lapses
may occur in all three Maghreb
countries but that they are still
safe enough for administrative
reclassification?
In and of itself, de Maiziere’s
statement contains nothing new
and neither does the proposed
law. The minister said pretty much
the same thing in February when
he visited the Maghreb. A mix of
pleas, penalties and rewards was
employed to persuade all three to
take back failed asylum seekers.
De Maiziere indicated that all
three saw themselves as safe.
Apparently, German authorities
had been working to that assumption anyway, right through 2015.
According to data from its Federal
Office for Migration and Refugees
(BAMF), 2.1% of the approximately
26,000 people from the Maghreb
who arrived in Germany last year
were given asylum. That figure
dropped to 0.7% in the first quarter of 2016.
Soon enough, the numbers
will shrink further because fewer
arrivals are being recorded from

the Maghreb Three. According to
BAMF data, more than 3,300 asylum seekers from Tunisia, Algeria
and Morocco were registered in
Germany in January. By March, it
had dropped to 480.
This is thought to be the result
of the public discussions that
foreshadowed Germany’s plans
to classify the Maghreb Three as
safe countries. Now that it has all
but happened — the upper house
of parliament is still to approve
the law — only the foolhardy can
be expected seriously to try for
asylum in Germany.
This is an act of administrative triage for a Germany that
feels overwhelmed by more than
1 million asylum seekers in 2015.
Syrians’ need is deemed greater
than that of Tunisians, Algerians
and Moroccans. Germany, so the
reasoning goes, cannot take in
everyone with a hard luck story.
Fair enough. The three Maghreb
In-Betweeners are not being torn
apart on sectarian lines such as
in Iraq. They are not basket cases
as Libya is. Their nationals do
not face the bloodletting and the
bombs driving the Syrians to seek
sanctuary in foreign lands. There
is a certain logic in weeding out
asylum seekers from countries
that are a whole lot more settled
than Syria. Europe cannot take
the huddled masses from around
the world and, right now, its focus
remains, as it must, on Syrians.
The Maghreb in-Betweeners
face different challenges, however, and none so much as Tunisia.

It would be
in Europe’s
interest to
help build
a stable
Tunisia.

Five years after the uprising that
swept away the old order, joblessness and inflation remain high,
economic growth low and hope for
the future is in short supply.
In December, a European Commission paper noted that five
years after the “Arab spring”,
“the performance of the Maghreb
economies remains much weaker
than in the previous ten years…
All these countries, and in particular Tunisia, are very dependent
on the EU economy so that the
persistent weakness in the latter
has continued to limit their capacity to recover.”
Tunisia needs help — trade and
economic cooperation agreements
with Europe would mean contracts, jobs and foreign exchange —
and perhaps, Europe could consider
a plan that allows limited economic migration for hard-to-fill jobs
from countries such as Tunisia.
The remittances sent home by
workers would help Tunisia, as
would the broader experience they
gain.
This would make Europe a more
realisable opportunity for dreamers everywhere and reduce the
impulse to seek asylum. It would
be in Europe’s interest to help
build a stable Tunisia, the only
secular democracy born of the
“Arab spring”.
Rashmee Roshan Lall is a
columnist for The Arab Weekly.
Her blog can be found at
www.rashmee.com and she is on
Twitter: @rashmeerl.
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The passing of Clovis Maksoud

Obituary

Clovis Maksoud, pillar of the Arab-American
community, dies at age 90

Photo courtesy of Arab American National Museum

Mark Habeeb

Washington

C

lovis Maksoud, one of
the most thoughtful and
influential Arab-American personalities, has
died in Washington.
Maksoud lived many lives in his
90 years: journalist, scholar, diplomat and activist. He was born in
Oklahoma to Lebanese immigrant
parents but was raised in Lebanon
and educated at the American University in Beirut (AUB). He was a
US citizen who served as a diplomat for the Arab League, including
as the League’s chief representative to the United States and the
United Nations from 1979-90.
He was senior editor of Cairo’s
al-Ahram newspaper and later
chief editor of Beirut’s An-Nahar
Weekly, as well as a scholar who

wrote several books and served as
director of the Center for the Global South at American University in
Washington DC.
In addition to his degree from
AUB, Maksoud had a law degree
from George Washington University in the US capital and also studied at Oxford University in Britain.

He was an outspoken
and principled activist
on behalf of Arab
nationalism,
Palestinian rights and
non-alignment.
Maksoud was an outspoken
and principled activist on behalf
of Arab nationalism, Palestinian rights and non-alignment. He
fought tirelessly for Arab unity and
resigned as the Arab League’s US
and UN representative following
the 1990 Iraqi invasion of Kuwait.

In his resignation letter, he wrote:
“The Arab house has fallen on
itself and the conflicts have submerged our shared priorities.”
He criticised Iraq for invading
Kuwait but also criticised Saudi
Arabia for summoning foreign intervention to oust Iraq instead of
pursuing “an Arab solution”. He
viewed disunity, extremism and
sectarianism as the greatest threats
to the Arab world.
Maksoud’s activism was not limited to issues related to the Arab
world. A true global citizen, he
wrote about and convened scholarly conferences on the environment, human rights, economic development, population growth and
disarmament.
However, his commitment to
Palestinian rights and justice remained a driving force in his life
and work. “Palestine is the anvil of
our souls,” he once said. After he
resigned from the Arab League, he

regularly lamented that Arab disunity came at the expense of Palestinian rights.
Maksoud continued to write and
give speeches until his death from
a brain aneurysm. In October 2014,
he addressed an audience in Dearborn, Michigan, upon the release
of his memoir, From the Corners
of Memory. Maksoud said religion
cannot replace nationalism as the
leading ideology of the Arab world.
“When political Islam considers itself the alternative to Arab nationalism, it loses its sense of direction;
it loses its compass,” he said.

Maksoud lived many
lives in his 90 years:
journalist, scholar,
diplomat and activist.
He said the Arab world needs
diversity and that different religious groups should be able to live

together, not simply coexist. Sectarianism, he warned, would have
“devastating” effects.
He recounted a conversation
he once had with Rached Ghannouchi, leader of Tunisia’s Islamist
Ennahda Party. Islamic values, he
told Ghannouchi, cannot be a replacement for nationalism.
Maksoud struggled near the end
of his life to remain optimistic in
the face of what he saw happening in the Arab world but he never
gave up hope: “We as Arabs are experiencing a resignation from hope
and we are almost submitting ourselves to despair,” said Maksoud in
his Dearborn address. “We will not
resign despite all the negatives we
are facing.”
Mark Habeeb is East-West editor
of The Arab Weekly and adjunct
professor of Global Politics and
Security at Georgetown University
in Washington.

The great mind and legacy of Clovis Maksoud

View poi nt

Jean AbiNader

I

am among the fortunate
people of the four generations who benefited from
knowing, learning from
and caring about ambassador Clovis Maksoud.
When I arrived in Washington
in the summer of 1978 to head
the National Association of Arab
Americans (NAAA), the first
lobby for our community, I was
quite new to the political wars
that would become the main
feature of my work. It was not
long before the two best mentors
possible came into my life. A year
later, Hisham Sharabi became
NAAA’s board chairman and
Maksoud came to Washington as
the Arab League representative to
the United States and the United
Nations.
James Zogby, then head of the

I am among the fortunate
people of the four
generations who benefited
from knowing ambassador
Clovis Maksoud.

Palestine Human Rights Campaign and an intellectual and
activist in his own right, knew
Maksoud from his previous
work as chief editor of An-Nahar
Weekly in Lebanon, and quickly
arranged an introduction.
To say that it was a lifeenriching experience cannot
express how much we came to see
Maksoud as the premier spokesman for the Middle East and
North Africa region. His intelligence and philosophical sweep
were encapsulated in rich words,
phrases and concepts that made
opponents’ arguments seem dull
by comparison. He was never at
a loss for words, even if we didn’t
understand them!
We would sit with him in his
office and he would tell us stories
about the time he was the Arab
League ambassador to India, his
relations with Jawaharlal Nehru
and the Non-Aligned Movement,
his impatience with the inability
of Arab leaders to think beyond
their hold on power and our
responsibility as Arab Americans
to honour our heritage and our
citizenship by telling the truth to
both sides.
His wife, Hala Maksoud, who
died in 2002, was herself a force

to be reckoned with. Smart,
poised, unfazed by critics and
devoted to her husband. They
were a power couple for their intellects and their straightforward
speaking — rare commodities in
Washington.
At the American University
in Washington, where Maksoud
headed the Center for the Global
South, he pulled together the best
and brightest from the Arab world
and elsewhere to provide perspectives and insights that challenged the conventional thinking
both of Arab and US leaders. He
continued to write and speak
all around the United States and
overseas despite advancing age
and poor health.
I remember quite fondly how,
when he suffered a heart attack
and was recovering slowly, Zogby
and I would visit him at his home
and walk with him around his
neighbourhood. While his body
was frail, his mind continued
its rapid discourse on politics,
culture, history and the woes and
tribulations of our countries — the
United States and the Arab world.
He would light up whenever
friends, students, luminaries
and anyone who called his name
would come up to him and engage

We are
grateful
for his life
well-lived.

in conversation. Maksoud was
never shy about responding with
opinions and insights honed by
his decades of international experience and friendships.
I last saw Maksoud at the Arab
American Institute Khalil Gibran Spirit of Humanity Awards
event in April in Washington,
less than a week before I left for
an assignment in Jordan. He was
in a wheelchair but that didn’t
stop him from greeting the many
people who gathered around to
extend their wishes and show
again their appreciation for his
iconic status.
There will never be and could
never be another Clovis Maksoud.
He was fearless and devout, willing to defend what he believed
in despite criticisms, and never
stopped his greatest passion —
learning. So many memories, so
many of us touched by his genius
and his humanity. We are grateful
for his life well-lived.
Jean AbiNader resides in the
Washington area and is a longtime participant in US-Arab
affairs. Other articles can be
found at www.jeanabinader.com.
Follow him on Twitter:
@jeanabinader.
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Tunisia’s Tourism minister sees better days ahead
Oussama Romdhani

T
Tunis

unisian Minister of
Tourism Salma
Elloumi Rekik is
confident the
country “remains
an ideal destination” for foreign
tourists and can
bounce back from the predicament caused by last year’s terror
incidents.
Elloumi, the second woman
to hold the position of Tourism
minister in Tunisia in recent years,
is a leading member of Nidaa
Tounes, the main secularist party.
She joined the government formed
after the 2014 elections. It was not
an easy start for her.
“2015 was the most difficult year
in the history of tourism in Tunisia,” Elloumi said. The sector had
been in crisis since 2011 but “the
Sousse attack was a disaster, especially after the British and Belgian
travel warnings”.
Thirty-eight foreigners, mostly
British, were killed by a jihadist
gunman in June 2015 at the seaside
resort 140km south of Tunis. Three
months earlier, 21 tourists were
killed during an attack on the Bardo National Museum. The Islamic
State (ISIS) claimed responsibility
for both attacks.
“In 2015, the number of tourists fell by 26%,” she said. Tourism
revenues fell to $1.5 billion, a 30%
decline. Tourist arrivals totalled 5.5
million in 2015 and are expected to
stay at that level for 2016.
The Central Bank of Tunisia
said tourism revenue in the first
two months of 2016 was off 54%
compared with the same period in
2015.
Elloumi was diplomatic in
expressing disappointment about
British and Belgian travel warnings, which continue to hamper
the tourism sector recovery.
“It is their sovereign decision but
the most affected are the Tunisian
people,” she said, referring to the
carry-over effect of tourism to
“large chunks of the economy”.
Tourism accounts for more than
7% of Tunisia’s gross national
product (GNP) and 15% of foreign currency. It employs more
than 400,000 people in a country

plagued by chronic unemployment, which tops 15%. Tunisia’s
GNP growth rate fell to 0.8% in
2015.
Tunisian officials and many
private tour operators say foreign
governments should take into
consideration improvements in
the security situation at hotels and
tourist sites.
“The warnings have not been
specific to certain parts of Tunisia, such as border areas. They
instead paint the whole country as
a danger zone. That’s unfair and
inaccurate,” said a senior Tunisian
official who asked not to be named.
Elloumi pointed to progress in
enhancing security measures since
the 2015 attacks. “Security agencies have retaken the initiative.
Terrorists are on the defensive,”
she said. “We have pressed on with
new security measures around
hotels, tourism circuits and travels
venues.
“We are even ready to close
down hotels that do not meet security standards.”
Many of the country’s international partners have been associated in the security review.
“We work in full transparency
with our partners, such as the Germans and the British, with whom
we exchange all information about
security. They are aware of the progress we had made,” said Elloumi.
“It is understood very well, now
that tourism cannot work without
compliance with international
security standards.”
In addition to paying attention
to security considerations, Elloumi
said she is working to transform
the ministry and its specialised
branches into more efficient agencies.
It is from the private sector,
where she was a successful businesswoman, that Elloumi draws
most of her experience in terms of
enterprise restructuring. New strategies for diversification of tourism
products and foreign clientele are
being designed.
“We are developing other assets
beside beach-related tourism,
which has until now accounted for
80% of tourism output,” Elloumi
said. “Such activity cannot provide
business for more than four or five
months per year, while Tunisia
has a huge wealth in many other
ways.”
She said she sees a largely un-

“We work in full
transparency
with our
partners… They
are aware of the
progress we had
made.”
Tunisian Minister of Tourism
Salma Elloumi Rekik

tapped potential in cultural tourism. “We boast more than 40,000
historical sites from north to south,
Elloumi said. “Each region of the
country has its characteristics.”
She also predicted great potential in wellness tourism, ecological
tourism and even gastronomic
tourism.
Diversification is key when it
comes to looking for new clientele.
Promotional efforts have targeted
Russian and Chinese tourists.
Final touches are also being put
on an Open Sky aviation liberalisation agreement that should
increase European traffic to Tunisian airports. “Open Sky will be
effective in early 2017 at the latest,”
Elloumi said. “Tunis-Carthage
International Airport will have a
grace period of four years.”
Elloumi shares the viewpoint of
many Tunisian and foreign tourism experts who say that Tunisia’s
tourism sector has suffered from a
vicious circle in which the country’s appeal has for too long been
held hostage to inexpensive packages that led to dwindling quality

of service and reliance on one
single asset: Beaches.
“We need to upgrade the services across the whole chain of
tourist experience from arrival at
airport to the last moment of the
trip,” she said.
But all said and done, Tunisian
tourism authorities still must
tackle the image problem.
In addition to being seen as a
“cheap destination”, Tunisia suffers from the same image problem
as Muslim countries throughout
the Mediterranean. “All these
destinations are experiencing
substantial decline as a result of an
unjustifiable association of Islam
with terrorism,” Elloumi said.
She said she sees hopeful signs
on the horizon. Prestigious hotel
chains such as Four Seasons, the
Ritz Carlton and Six Senses are
planning to open properties in
Tunisia by 2017. “This proves that
current difficulties are only transient,” said Elloumi.
Oussama Romdhani is
Editor-in-Chief of The Arab Weekly.

Tunisia should better publicise its security successes

View poi nt

Jerry Sorkin

T

unisia’s tourism was
dealt a heavy blow a
year ago when armed
militants attacked the
Bardo National
Museum, killing 22
and injuring 51, most of them
foreign tourists.
The 2011 revolution, the Bardo
attack, the Sousse beach attack
in June 2015 — in which 38 were
killed and 39 injured — brought
Tunisia’s tourism to a virtual
standstill.
Terrorism in the Middle East
and North Africa is unfortunately
nothing new and countries in the
region have been victims of it for
years. Most countries eventually
bounce back, at least sufficiently
enough to help save jobs, if they
develop a communication strategy
that sends a convincing message
that their country is safe and their

The competence and
effectiveness of Tunisia’s
security forces must be
made better known.

government has a grip on the situation.
“When there is no communication strategy or counter-narrative
to the media reports, the safety
and normalcy that is the everyday
reality in Jordan remains unknown to prospective travellers,”
said Malia Asfour, director of the
Jordan Tourism Board for North
America, who is based in Washington.
“I wish that the regional countries would increase their marketing and promotion and invite a
lot of journalists. The only way to
combat misperception from the
media is by taking the media to
these destinations. We take many
journalists and influencers from
North America and all over the
world every year to Jordan so that
the journalists and influencers can
experience what the country has
to offer.”
Turkey and Israel have been
notable in their efforts to promote
tourism heavily after terrorist attacks, doing everything from telling the public that they have the
situation under control and that
such incidents are rare to offering
dramatic discounts on flights and
hotels. The single-minded goal is
to draw back tourists.
Aicha Boukari, a veteran

Tunisian guide for English- and
German-speaking clients has seen
requests for her services nearly
dry up. “Before the revolution, I
was busy with American groups
every week. Now, there is nearly
nothing,” she said.
Boukari offered three inexpensive suggestions that could be put
in place quickly.
First, clean the country of trash
immediately and use television,
radio and social media to communicate the steps Tunisia is taking
to make it welcoming to outsiders.
Second, publicise the good news
coming out of Tunisia to prevent
bad news from dominating the
media agenda.
And third, let people know
about meetings and conferences
taking place in Tunisia — and encourage such events by subsidising visitor programmes.
Beyond these three suggestions, Tunisian authorities should
explain the impressive strides
they are making in rooting out
terrorism. Numerous Tunisian security operations have resulted in
dismantling cells and the seizure
of weaponry. The competence and
effectiveness of Tunisia’s security forces must be made better
known.
Even then, there are no guaran-

Most
countries
eventually
bounce
back if they
develop a
communication strategy
that sends a
convincing
message
that their
country is
safe.

tees. Despite the well-documented
improvement in Tunisia’s security
environment, the British Foreign
Office has extended its warnings about Tunisia and Thomson
Holidays UK recently cancelled its
Tunisia programmes “until the
end of November 2016, pending
further reports and updates”.
According to a source at the British Embassy in Tunis, the Foreign
Office decision was made not at
the embassy level, where military
advisers concurred that Tunisia
was indeed getting a grip on security and that British citizens could
feel welcome and safe again in
Tunisia. Rather, the decision was
made in London, where people are
still skittish due to the relatively
recent attacks in Paris and Brussels.
Boukari said she is still hopeful.
“Yes, I am optimistic if we stand
up all together and stop being
selfish and think about Tunisia
instead of thinking about ourselves,” she said.
One hopes that her words will
carry the day.
Jerry Sorkin is founder and
president of Iconic Journeys
Worldwide and of TunisUSA. He is
a frequent contributor to The Arab
Weekly.
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Jordan sees new IMF deal on the horizon
Raied T. Shuqum

Libyan factions
agree on unified
oil structure

Amman

T

he International Monetary
Fund (IMF) is seeking a
strong reduction in Jordan’s public debt, which
reached a record $35.1 billion at the end of January, representing 93.6% of gross domestic product
(GDP), according to the Finance
Ministry.
The cash-strapped kingdom and
the IMF have been engaged in negotiations for six months over a new
credit facility. For the programme to
go ahead, the IMF wants the government to present its plan for reducing
public debt to 80% of GDP by 2021.
The IMF also requested a plan for increased revenue generation, according to sources.
“We expect to finalise a deal with
the IMF in July this year. This is very
important for us,” said Jordanian Finance Minister Omar Malhas.
“This agreement would give the
kingdom access to hundreds of millions of dollars in cheaper financing,
which in turn would help Jordan obtain financing from donor countries
and international agencies as well.”
Under the proposed programme,
the IMF will deposit $700 million-$800 million in the Central
Bank of Jordan to ease pressure on
the country’s financial systems.

“We need more
reforms to trigger
economic growth.”
Jordanian Finance
Minister Omar Malhas
The IMF demands prompted Amman to seek support from major allies, such as France and the United
States, during negotiations with the
fund.
“Getting a deal will not be an easy
task but we must do it,” Malhas said.
The IMF programme will include
fiscal reforms and structural adjustments that target increasing the
percentage of women in the labour
market, reducing youth unemployment and changing relevant laws
and legislation to improve the overall business environment.

Jordanian women sew jeans for the US market in a garment factory in the village of Kitteh in northern
Jordan.
“We need more reforms to trigger
economic growth,” Malhas insisted.
Jordan and the IMF concluded a
three-year deal last August, which
gave the kingdom access to about $2
billion.
A World Bank report expects the
kingdom’s GDP to improve by 3%
in 2016, up from 2.4% growth in
2015, which was the slowest pace of
growth in four years.
The spillover from the conflict in
Syria and Iraq has increased in the
past year, affecting tourism, construction, investment and trade,
the World Bank’s MENA Economic
Report, Spring 2016 said, adding
that unemployment rose to 13% in
2015, an increase of 1.1% compared
to 2014.
“There is a decline in the number
of tourists and a drop in remittances
by Jordanians, coupled with dwindling exports and foreign direct investments,” said economist Isam
Qadamani.
He noted that the borders with
Syria and Iraq, which used to be lucrative markets, are closed, limiting
routes available for Jordanian products bound for Europe.

“Jordan needs to obtain economic
growth of around 5%, which is double the population growth, to create
more jobs and address unemployment,” Qadamani said.
He stressed the need to focus on
vocational training and the adoption of practices and policies to
make the Jordanian economy more
competitive.
“The government has to control
its spending to curb the deficit and
also has to legislate growth-oriented
policies by reducing taxes in order to
encourage the private sector to create more jobs,” said banker Khaled
Muhiesen.
The government also needs to
lower tax rates on businesses and individuals, as it did in 2010, to stimulate the economy, he said.
“To address public debt you have
to maximise revenues but not by
increasing taxes because that only
harms the economy even more, as
businesses and consumers hold on
to valuable liquidity,” Muhiesen
said. Revenue generation from investments that could be attracted
with legislation, regulations and
better business practices in addition

to offering lucrative tax rates would
be the way to go, he said.
“The government could also look
into debt for development swap and
debt forgiveness agreements with
creditors as the per capita income
in the kingdom has slumped,” said
Muhiesen.
Public opinion views about the
programme has been mixed.
“The success of the IMF reform
programme will serve the Jordanian
economy well and rid it of undeniable distortions and weaknesses,”
said Ziad Abu Hammouti, a resident
of Amman. “Jordan needs financial
support to withstand the heavy burden of the thousands of Syrian refugees it hosts.”
Others were not so trusting.
“The only thing this programme
will do is make our lives more miserable and allow the government
and its wasteful partners in crime to
spend more and more while we get
less and less,” a young man said on
condition of not being named.
Raied T. Shuqum, based in Amman,
has reported on regional issues
since 1999.

Dubai developers showcase properties in London
Mohammed Alkhereiji

London

A

number of Dubai’s major
property developers participated in the recent
Dubai Property Show,
showcasing the entire
spectrum of property options on offer — from the affordable to the super luxurious.
“Our participation in this important exhibition through our main
sponsorship stems out of our continued efforts to benefit from all
existing opportunities to promote
our real estate market globally,” said
Majida Ali Rashid, assistant director
general and head of Real Estate Investment Management and Promotion Centre.

Dubai Property Show
showcased the entire
spectrum of property
options on offer —
from the affordable to
the super luxurious.
“We strive to do this, as we believe that property in Dubai has a
certain appeal that is appreciated
by various categories of investors
around the world,” he said.
The event brought together some
of the industry’s top players, including Binghatti Developers, Pan
Global Development LLC and industry heavyweight Dubai Properties Group.
Dubai Properties displayed some

Briefs

of its hotter projects including
Dubailand’s Arabella 2 and the ultra-luxurious 1/JBR development,
a tower in the heart of the popular
Jumeirah Beach. That project is
scheduled for completion in 2019
and generated a great deal of interest during the London expo, Dubai
Properties Chief Operating Officer
Masood al-Awar said.
“Dubai is an investment arena for
multinationals. In 2015, British people amounted to 7% of the overall
investment in property in the Dubai
market, so we felt it was very feasible to come and present these three
projects that we have that are very
sought after,” Awar said.
The United Kingdom is an important market for Dubai. In terms
of tourism and business travellers,
the emirate sees a 10% increase on
an annual basis from Britain, with 1
million visitors expected for 2016,
according to statistics released from
Dubai’s Department of Tourism and
Commerce Marketing.
British investors were second in
foreign investment in 2015.
The Dubai property market has
been a source of much speculation
within the industry, and with the
Gulf Cooperation Council region going through economic reform, fears
that initiatives such as the introduction of a value-added tax and other
taxes might affect the investment
climate.
However, Awar said, although the
property market was expected to
move in a slower pace for 2016, the
truth on the ground has proved otherwise.
“Yes, the dirham is pegged to the

Dubai Properties 1/JBR tower,
scheduled to be completed by
2009.

dollar, so that has an effect on other
investments; however, developers
changed their payment plan strategy to ensure that the investment viability will be looked after,” he said.
“Furthermore, there was a new
dimension of products that were
launched to make sure people
would still be able to invest. So
more towards the affordable, more
towards protecting the yield and
the Dubai Land Department made it
mandatory for every developer that
launches a project to think about
the affordability side of it because
it’s a part of a growing population
and business and the sustaining of
the real estate development cycle.”
According to Dubai Land Department data, British investors put $2.7
billion into Dubai’s real estate sector in 2015, becoming the second
biggest international investor just
behind India. From 2008-15, total
British investments into Dubai’s realty market amounted to more than
$15 billion. In the last three years,
investments almost doubled.
Awar said he is optimistic regarding the future of Dubai’s real estate
industry.
“Based on my experience whatever people have predicted Dubai
has been able to achieve one step
above and we are going towards
sustainability and further growth.”
he said.
“There is nothing that Dubai can’t
achieve as long as the government
is fully supporting the most important aspect and that’s called the customer, and if you take care of your
customers, you don’t have to worry
about competitors.”

Rival factions agreed in principle
to have one oil organisation for Libya, the foreign minister in the new
UN-backed national unity government said.
The West is counting on the unity
government to end armed anarchy
in Libya, tackle Islamic State militants and stop new flows of migrants
across the Mediterranean to Europe,
though the new leaders lack effective control over the capital city,
Tripoli.
“These institutions can only be
managed centrally. That’s why it
was agreed that both institutions
from east and west be united, so
that there is only one oil company,
one investment company and one
central bank,” Foreign Minister Mohammed Siyala said.
“The first steps to achieve this are
being taken now. There is an agreement on the basic points and principles and now we’re waiting for the
implementation.”
(Reuters)

World bank
approves up to
$5 billion loan to
Tunisia
The World Bank approved a
5-year plan to lend Tunisia up to
$5 billion to support economic reforms aimed at reviving growth and
creating jobs, the bank said.
The North African country is
struggling with lower tourism revenue after Islamist militant attacks
in 2015, protests over unemployment and slow progress on economic reforms that have lagged political advances made since its 2011
uprising.
Tunisia’s parliament recently
approved laws on banking and on
strengthening central bank autonomy to shield its board from political
interference, two reforms sought
by international lenders.
The economy has faltered since
the 2011 revolt against autocrat Zine
el-Abidine Ben Ali, which sparked
the “Arab spring” revolutions.
Problems were exacerbated by attacks by militants who targeted the
Tunisian tourism industry, which
accounts for about 7% of gross domestic product.
(Reuters)

IMF official:
Iran can’t count
on big jump in oil
revenue
A senior International Monetary
Fund (IMF) official said Iran must
deal with a shift to lower crude prices and cannot count on a big jump in
oil revenue as it looks to boost production and better integrate with
the global economy.
IMF First Deputy Managing Director David Lipton made the remarks
during a visit to Iran’s Central Bank.
According to a transcript of his
speech, Lipton said high global
oil output and weak demand limit
Iran’s prospects for a large increase
in oil revenue. He said sustainable
growth and job creation will increasingly depend on sectors other than
oil in the future.
He stressed the importance of
fighting money laundering and terrorism financing in plugging Iran’s
banks into the global financial system and said the IMF stands ready
to help.
(The Associated Press)
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Crusaders cursed, 700 years later in Lebanon
Omar Ibrahim

Tripoli, Lebanon

A

lthough they were evicted more than 700 years
ago, and several conquerors have occupied
Tripoli since, the defeat
of the Crusaders is still celebrated in
northern Lebanon.
The celebration marking the end
of the Crusaders’ 180-year occupation has been an annual tradition
since 2004. Parades on foot and
horseback depicting scenes from
medieval times roam the alleys of
the old city and the seaside promenade and all historic sites are open
free to the public on April 26th.
“The tradition was revived 12
years ago after it had been stopped
for a long time. It has since become
an annual event in line with a decision taken unanimously by Tripoli’s
municipality members, both Muslims and Christians, because it is
part of our history and heritage that
we should preserve,” Tripoli Mayor
Amer Rafei said.
“It (celebration) is not aimed
against our Christian brethren.
They are part of the city’s history
and civilisation.”

The celebration
marking the end of the
Crusaders’ occupation
has become an annual
tradition since 2004.
Historian Omar Tadmori, who
was behind the initiative to revive
the celebration, explained the reasons behind marking the end of the
Crusaders’ rule only, though Tripoli
has changed hands many times in
the past seven centuries from the
Mamluks to the Ottomans and the
French.
“On April 26th, 1289, Tripoli entered a new age following its liberation at the hands of Mamluk Sultan
Qalawun. We do not mark other

liberations from foreign occupiers,
because the Mamluks and the Ottomans have left a treasure of monuments and archaeology and the
French did the same, whereas the
Franks (Crusaders) caused nothing
but destruction and desolation during 180 years of occupation,” Tadmori said.

Celebrating the end of
Christian rule is
marked by both
Tripoli’s Muslim and
Christian inhabitants.
“Tripoli was a capital for the Muslim world. The conquest resulted in
a great deal of destruction, including that of the city’s famous library,
the Dar Al ‘Ilm, and its 3 million
books and ancient manuscripts.
It was taken by the Crusader Raymond de Saint-Gilles, count of Toulouse, who turned it into the ‘county of Tripoli’.”
The Franks built a number of
structures, including a fortress
overlooking the Abu Ali river,
known as the Château de SaintGilles (Qal’at Sanjil). The Old City of
Tripoli, which extends beneath the
citadel, began to develop following
the eviction of the Crusaders, Tadmori said.
“A tight tangle of alleyways and
dead ends, the Old City was specifically designed to thwart military invasion from the sea. From here on,
it was to develop separately from
the port area of Al-Mina. The Mamluks built a wall around it, which
still survives today, making it the
second biggest Mamluk city after
Cairo,” he said.
Celebrating the end of Christian
rule is marked by both Tripoli’s
Muslim and Christian inhabitants.
“The celebration does not provoke
any anti-Christian malaise or feelings, because it is part of the city’s
traditions and an expression of its
heritage,” said Greek Orthodox cleric Ibrahim Srouj.
“This phase of history was bad

Scene from celebrations of the end of the Crusaders’ occupation in Tripoli, north Lebanon.
news for all of us, both Muslims and
Christians of the Orient. As Christians from this part of the world,
we consider the Crusaders and Europe as two facets of the same coin.
They have conspired against us and
thwarted our interests as Arabs,”
Srouj said.
“When the Crusaders arrived they
removed the clergy of the Orient,
replacing them with their own clerics, pillaged our monuments and
ransacked our (Christians’) history,
which is deeply rooted in this land.”
At a time when Christians are
being persecuted by Islamic State
(ISIS) militants in Iraq and neighbouring Syria, Srouj pointed out
that Christians of the Orient were
persecuted by their co-religionists
from Europe a long time ago.

“We all mark this unique occasion
because the Crusaders persecuted
us as much as our Muslim brethren
and we don’t see it as a provocation.
Regardless of the evils of occupation, other conquerors had left their
traces in architecture and development, while the Franks were a real
curse on us,” Srouj added.
Until the 19th century, life in
Tripoli revolved around the Great
Mosque. The Mamluks destroyed
the old port city (today Al-Mina)
and built an inland one near the old
castle. It was at this time that numerous religious and secular buildings were erected, many of which
still survive.
“First, the Great al-Mansouri
mosque was built by Sultan
Qalawun’s sons to celebrate the

conquest of Tripoli, and then the
old citadel was enlarged and reinforced,” Tadmori explained.
The Ottomans, who defeated the
Mamluks in 1516, exerted control
over the city by expanding the citadel. The souks were left untouched
and continued to play their traditional role, even though little was
done to renovate their architecture
or infrastructure.
“Seven surveillance towers were
erected along Tripoli’s coastline to
alert inland garrisons about any attacks from the sea. Only one of the
massive towers, the Tower of the
Lions (Borj el-Sba’), remains today,”
Tadmori said.
Omar Ibrahim is a reporter based in
northern Lebanon.

Muslim Lifestyle Show attracts celebrities
Dunia El-Zobaidi

London

T

he recent Muslim Lifestyle Show in London
saw celebrities, comedians, global stars and
super chefs join more
than 19,000 visitors to celebrate
Muslim culture, food, business and
lifestyle. It was supported by businesses showcasing products and
services to the Muslim community.
The show included two days of
comedy introduced by Abdullah
Afzal, from the BBC’s Citizen Khan;
cooking
demonstrations
from
Great British Bake Off contestant
Ali Imdad; 2012 MasterChef winner
Shelina Permalloo; global singing
sensation Sami Yusuf; a discreet
fashion show; and a children’s
learning zone and theatre production for the more than 5,000 children who visited.

“We’ve had an
amazing response to
the show with over
19,000 visitors over
the weekend.”
Event Director
Waleed Jahangir
“We’ve had an amazing response
to the show with over 19,000 visitors over the weekend,” said show
Event Director Waleed Jahangir. “It
underlines the importance of the
halal economy and a genuine hunger from people looking to learn
more about this colourful culture.
We’re looking forward to welcoming everyone back next year.”
Farhan Rehman exhibited a

range of cosmetics from Arix that
focuses on health and wellness
both within people’s bodies and in
the atmosphere around them. They
have supplements that optimise
nutrition, air and water filtration
systems and all-natural, non-toxic
skincare products. All products are
halal.

The show was
supported by
businesses showcasing
products and services
to the Muslim
community.
Halal Exotic Meats sells meat, including venison, llama, camel and
Japanese wagyu beef.
“We make sure our meats are organic because many meats in the
market use fertilizers,” said Halal Exotic Meats Director Ebrahim
Adam. “Regarding the halal industry, there is too much focus on the
slaughtering aspect. People debate
whether it is stunned or not. We
want to educate people on how we
rear the animals in our own farm.
How we treat the animals well.
How they are slaughtered and how
hygienic we are.
“Our biggest problem is people
are still brainwashed into thinking halal slaughtering is unethical.
However, the halal economy is rapidly growing because supermarkets
understand it is in fact not against
animal rights.”
The Healthy Hijab is a fitness and
health service provided to women
worldwide online through Skype.
Fitness trainer Zahra Pederson
gives one-to-one fitness sessions
and talks. Her recent project is the
Burkini Body, which is an online
workout programme.

Great affluence at the Muslim Lifestyle Show
“As a Muslim, I saw a huge gap
in the market,” she said. “Even
though I do not wear hijab, I have
many friends who do. Many of
them feel uncomfortable going to
the gym so I thought there needs
to be a fitness programme just for
women.
“Obesity is a problem for both
the East and West. It’s an epidemic.
Heart disease and diabetes are on
the rise. Many people take their
health for granted. In the East,
gyms are a relatively new concept.
It is not part of the culture or tradition. Even in the UK, the gym and
aerobics had their big increase in
the ‘80s, so it is even relatively new
in the West.
“We are telling people in the East
they are used to workouts in their
daily jobs so the gym is not very

different. I encourage Muslims to
look after their bodies because I believe they will be held accountable
to it by God.”
British Muslim TV, which can be
found on Sky, Freeview and online,
has the tagline “Typically Muslim
and typically British”. Presenter
Nadia Hussein said the concept “is
about celebrating the culture and
religion and making it acceptable
and enjoyable instead of a battle
that is faced by Muslims wondering
how they can be both”.
She said: “We show many positive stories from the Muslim community that we don’t see in mainstream media. We focus on a level
of integration that is good for everyone.”
Arabi PR provides a channel for
people and businesses in the Mid-

dle East and North Africa to gain
contacts in London.
“In the summer, a lot of Arabs
travel to London and I realised
there is such a massive market,”
said Arabi PR Director Onsse Hassan. “Many Arab companies are
trying to establish themselves in
the UK and there is no real platform
to make the connection for them.
“A lot of the companies I approached didn’t know what (public
relations) is and they don’t know
how to get into the market so I want
to show them the way. Right now
we are working with fashion brands
based in Dubai.”
Islamic GPS is an app that allows
people to find mosques and landmarks. “We intend to introduce
restaurants that serve halal meat
and local events for the Muslim
community,” Chief Product Officer
Mujahid Ali said. “Websites are
usually designated to specific areas
whereas the app has a more userfriendly experience, which is easy
to update.”
My Muslim Wedding is a platform for Muslims to plan weddings
to make sure catering is halal and
there is no alcohol in food or drink.
‘The scale of weddings is much
smaller than they used to be,” company founder Rooful Ali said. “People used to have 500-1,000 people
at a wedding. Now people prefer
a much more small and personal
wedding with much more attention
to detail.
“If they are from two different
cultures, they can celebrate the two
cultures through decor or outfits.
We can give them ideas on how to
make that fusion.”
Dunia El-Zobaidi is a regular Arab
Weekly contributor in London.
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Suspicion of Facebook bias extends to Mideast
Rasha Elass

Washington

C

onspiracy theories accusing Facebook of suppressing some while
promoting articles of a
different political agenda
may not be far from the truth, former Facebook contractors claim.
The reports first appeared in Gizmodo, a tech blog that based its article on testimonies of anonymous
former Facebook “news curators”.
The report prompted the US Senate
Committee on Commerce, Science
and Transportation to send a letter
to Facebook founder Mark Zuckerberg demanding clarification of the
news curating process at the social
platform behemoth.

An Israeli group tested
censors at Facebook
and concluded there
was an anti-Israel bias.
Facebook appears to have
launched
human-administered
news curating sometime in 2014
behind a tight veil of secrecy. The
Arab Weekly learned that contractors hired as news curators, most
of them young journalists from
privileged backgrounds, were encouraged by management to reach
out to friends and colleagues for
new hires. The work was so secretive that the news curators could
not describe it to potential recruits
except in the vaguest of terms.
The Gizmodo report sheds light
on news curating at Facebook as
something akin to editorial meetings at a news outlet. News curators decide the hierarchy of daily
news events, ranging from politics
to international affairs, sports and
entertainment.
This
becomes
problematic when Facebook users
read the resulting “trending” news
and assume that it is an unfiltered
representation of news by popularity as Facebook claims. Some 600
million users might see a trending
story at any one time.
The allegations will play into the
minds of special interest groups
who wonder whether Facebook
is manipulating news about their

Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg speaks on stage during the Facebook F8 conference in San Francisco, California, on April 12th.
respective causes. Avid readers of
Israeli and Palestinian news often
post on Facebook such suspicions.
An Israeli group tested censors at
Facebook and concluded there was
an anti-Israel bias. The group created two identical pages with violent content but one page appeared
to be attacking Israelis while the
other Palestinians. The group reported both pages for inappropriate content. Censors at Facebook
shut down the anti-Palestinian
page but said that the identical
content in the anti-Israeli page was
not in violation of Facebook rules.
Facebook censors are all over
the world and there was no way
to know whether the same censor had made the contradictory
decision or whether two censors
worked on the pages and made different judgments.
Facebook has repeatedly said
that, although it relies on human

judgment in censoring, it issues
clear guidelines designed to minimise or eliminate human bias. Facebook said the same applies to its
news curators.

Curators “injected”
Syria back into the
trending column to
make the news
relevant again.
According to Gizmodo, however,
the news curators suppressed conservative news and at times injected news into the trending column.
“People stopped caring about
Syria. If it wasn’t trending on Facebook, it would make Facebook
look bad,” one former curator told
Gizmodo, explaining that curators “injected” Syria back into the
trending column to make the news
relevant again.

The allegations may not be surprising given the homogeneity of
the corporate culture at Facebook
in general and news curators in
particular. As with most high-tech
companies, Facebook cadres are
young, white and left of centre.
Zukerberg, 31, is unapologetic
about expressing his views on political issues of the day, such as immigration (he is in favour of it).
Indeed, the general zeitgeist at
Facebook might encourage employees to wonder out loud, as
they did, according to a screenshot
leaked to Gizmodo, whether they
should do something to manipulate Republican front runner Donald Trump’s chances of winning.
While a news media organisation might find it well within its
US Constitution First Amendment
rights to strike a clear political position, Facebook runs into murky
territory if it did that.

The platform has unprecedented reach around the world, with
more than 1 billion users, making
it virtually impossible for it to align
with a political candidate without
a backlash.
More importantly, Facebook appears to be building an algorithm
to curate the news automatically
using artificial intelligence. The
algorithm is “learning” the process
from the news curators, including
some who spoke to Gizmodo.
This means that it has programmed into it the human biases
of the curators who unwittingly
played a part in training it. Left unchecked, the algorithm will exaggerate the biases as users believe it
is an “objective” representation of
the news.
Rasha Elass is a Washington
correspondent for The Arab
Weekly.

Egypt’s English-language news websites break barriers
Mahmud el-Shafey

London

A

t a time Egyptian journalists and media outlets are under more
pressure than ever, one
type of news outlet is
witnessing an unlikely, but not unexpected, leap forward.
There are more English-language
media outlets reporting Egyptian
news than ever including a particular rise in online news. This can be
seen as part of a new spirit of post“Arab spring” activism that exists in something of a bubble from
Arabic-language news and largely
government-controlled
editorial
policies.

There are more
English-language
media outlets
reporting Egyptian
news than ever.
There is a host of English-language websites from Ahram Online and Al-Ahram Weekly — sister
publications of Egypt’s well-known
state-owned Al-Ahram newspaper — to independent incarnations
such as the opposition Mada Masr,
which was formed by the team behind the much-lamented Egypt Independent. It was forcibly closed in
2013.
There are new incarnations such
as Egyptian Streets, which has
boldly dealt with issues, includ-

ing the murder of Italian student
Giulio Regini, in ways that more
established outlets have not dared.
There is also Cairo Scene, which
caters almost exclusively to Cairo’s
hipster set; one recent article was
headlined 7 Things College Dropouts
are Tired of Hearing.
Egyptian Streets was launched in
March 2014 by Mohamed Khairat,
who stressed the importance of
community and engaging with
readers, something he said more
traditional media fail to do in
Egypt.
“Unlike other news outlets, Egyptian Streets is built completely by
its community,” Khairat said. “We
strive to foster far deeper engagement with the community than
other media organisations in Egypt.
This means that 99.9% of our posts
have comments, normally with discussions about the story at hand.
“English news outlets have
found new ways to engage and
communicate information. Arabic
media continue to be bloated and
extremely traditional, meaning
people are looking to newer ways
to receive information,” he said.
Facebook, Twitter and other social
media outlets play a significant part
of this, with readers retweeting and
sharing links.
It is Egypt’s young people — more
than half of Egypt’s population of
90 million people are under the age
of 30 — who are flocking to Englishlanguage websites. Blessed with
a good understanding of English,
they crave not just community
but also a view of the country and

Youth surf social media websites inside an internet café in Cairo,
on January 24, 2016.
what is happening that transcends
the narrow and narcissistic bent of
many Egyptian media outlets.
“English-language news websites are important because many
of the educated, new-generation
Egyptians largely consume information in English. From movies
and television shows to books and
video games, English has become
an important language, even in a
country like Egypt,” Khairat said.
“Finally, there are more than 8
million Egyptians living abroad,
many of whom do not know Arabic.
So, being able to keep up with news

and stories from their home countries is something extremely important. There are also many other
non-Egyptians, both in Egypt and
abroad, who love Egypt and want
to know more.”
Egypt’s English media outlets
have managed to sidestep much
of the controversy that has swirled
around the government and its
dealings with the media, not least
the recent police raid of the Press
Syndicate, which sparked an acrimonious stand-off between Egyptian journalists and police. In 2015,
the Committee to Protect Journal-

ists described Egypt as second only
to China as the world’s most frequent jailer of journalists.
Just as Egyptian media, in general, appear to be behind the times
in terms of online distribution and
digital content, so, too, are those
monitoring the media. There are
many cases of Egyptian police arresting journalists affiliated with
domestic or international media
outlets but relatively few involving journalists or editors working
for exclusively online publications,
despite the sector’s recent growth.
For Khairat, it is a question of reporting the news without bias, political or otherwise, and not being
afraid to step over an arbitrary line
in the sand.
“The mistrust and press freedom issue in Egypt has as much to
do with the government as it does
with those running the news organisations. Media in Egypt have lost
their stature and are intellectually
bankrupt. They no longer fulfil the
role as the fourth estate and instead
have become a microphone for government, business, political and
other personal interests,” he said.
“From our personal experience,
we have not faced any issues from
the government. The biggest problem has been the people. Convincing the people that you’re simply
reporting the news and not taking
sides or promoting any other agendas is extremely difficult. There’s
a great culture of self-censorship
that continues to exist and that
people impose without any government intervention at all.”
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Tan-Tan Moussem Festival showcases heritage
Saad Guerraoui

Tan-Tan

U

lulating, cheering and
screaming could be
heard during camel
races at the 12th TanTan Moussem Festival
at the Peace and Tolerance Square
near Tan-Tan in south-western Morocco.
The 6km camel race track was
inaugurated by Sheikh Sultan bin
Hamdan al-Nahyan, adviser to the
United Arab Emirates president and
president of the UAE Camel Federation Committee.
An electrifying atmosphere filled
the air as race fans followed jockeys in four-wheel-drive jeeps on
one side of the track and the latest
Range Rovers on the other, giving
a contrasting picture of authenticity and modernity to a UN cultural

The UAE took part for a
third consecutive year
in the Tan-Tan
Moussem, adding its
Bedouin culture and
heritage to the event.
agency-listed festival.
Heritage was the big winner as
tribes came from various regions of
south-western Morocco to compete
and enjoy the opportunity to meet
other people at the Moussem.
Spectators enjoyed Moroccan
and Emirati traditions. The UAE’s
traditionally dressed participants
performed Al Ayala dance to poetic
songs, followed by Moroccan Issawa
wearing handmade outfits and singing mystical songs to the drumbeat.
The UAE was taking part for a
third consecutive year in the TanTan Moussem, adding its Bedouin
culture and heritage to the event.
The similarities with Morocco’s Sahrawi are striking: They both share a
traditional lifestyle based on riding
camels, living in tents and reading
and singing poetry in the barren
wilderness.
Overseen by an experienced Emirati judging panel, the two-round
camel milking competition saw last
year’s record broken by more than a
litre. Some camels fiercely resisted

Moroccan horsemen perform during the opening ceremony of the 12th Tan-Tan Moussem Festival on May 14th.
the milking process by kicking. Milk
was splashed all over. One of the
competitors could be heard asking
a photographer to move away from
the camel because noises might
hinder the animal’s output.
“My goal is to take part in the
Moussem to revive our Sahrawi heritage and try to be among the winners,” said Ahmad al-Omari from

Tan-Tan, who had two camels in the
contest.
The camel beauty contest, known
as mazaynah, consisted of two
rounds. The first had judges deciding which was the most beautiful
camel based on criteria such as the
neck, leg straightness and ear firmness. The second round involved
five camels for each participant.

Skin rash was blatant on some
camels, a sign of their owners’
negligence, said one of the judges.
The Abu Dhabi Advanced Scientific
Group distributed leaflets on ways
to cure such diseases by using cheap
remedies, such as bleached water.
“I didn’t know about this method.
Is it really effective?” a camel owner
asked a technician.

Far from the camels, about 20
tribes entertained the crowd at
Peace and Tolerance Square with
their proficiency with guns, firing them at the end of a 100-metre
horse race.
Saad Guerraoui is a frequent
contributor to The Arab Weekly on
Maghreb issues.

Diverse projects shortlisted in Aga Khan Award architecture contest
The Arab Weekly staff

London

N

ineteen projects, including several from
the Middle East, have
been shortlisted for the
2016 Aga Khan Award
for Architecture with a $1 million
grand prize a stake.
The final group of nominees was
chosen out a pool of 348 architectural works from across the world.
The 2016 finalists represent projects ranging from the majestically
grandiose to the charmingly simplistic. All showcase the award’s
spirit of celebrating innovation and
conservation.

The final group of
nominees was chosen
out a pool of 348
architectural works
from across the world.
Farrokh Derakhshani, director of
the Aga Khan Award for Architecture, said the chief criterion was
the “excellence in the progress” as
sometimes the intended result is
not aesthetically pleasing.
“The only change that took place
about 30 years ago was that in the
eligibility criteria was 25 years, now
it is six years,” Derakhshani said,
highlighting that projects today are
built much faster than they were
40 years ago.
“We’ve also seen all the old projects and they’ve been covered,” he
added.

King Fahd National Library, Riyadh.
A shortlisted project out of Beijing is Micro Yuan’er Children’s
Library & Art Centre, a small-scale
project in Cha’er Hutong, a residential area 1km from Tiananmen
Square. The project is a 9-metresquare library built of plywood
that was inserted underneath the
pitched roof of an existing building. The courtyard it is built in is

300-400 years old and once housed
a temple.
Another project up for the award
is the King Fahd National Library
in Riyadh. The library, which was
completed in 2013, is an aesthetic
expansion, which sees a new project built on top of an older one.
The cuboid shape of the new building surrounds the old 1980s library

building, giving the library a new
appearance in the cityscape.
Saudi projects have received the
Aga Khan Award on nine occasions,
most recently in 2010 when the
Wadi Hanifa Wetlands was honoured. Other winners include the
Tuwaiq Palace in Riyadh; the Great
Mosque in Riyadh; Al-Kindi Plaza
in Riyadh; the Corniche Mosque in

Jeddah: the Hayy Assafarat Landscaping project in Riyadh; the Ministry of Foreign Affairs in Riyadh;
the Hajj Terminal in Jeddah; and
the Intercontinental Hotel and
Conference Centre in Mecca.
Another eye-catching project
from the Middle East is the Royal
Academy for Nature Conservation
in Ajloun, Jordan. The project was
proposed to be on a site inside a
nature conservancy reserve but the
architect convinced the client to
use an adjacent abandoned quarry,
which is outside the reserve. The
academy provides educational programmes on the environment and
features a high-end restaurant. The
academy is devoted to the conservation of Jordan’s natural resources, including wildlife.
Other projects nominated are
in Qatar, Iran, Kosovo and Spain,
among other locations.
A unique aspect of the award,
which is given out every three
years, is that it not only recognises efforts of the architect but
also identifies the municipalities,
builders, clients and engineers who
have played an integral part in the
completion of a project. Its mandate is different from other architecture prizes, as it selects projects
— from slum upgrading to high-rise
“green” buildings — that exhibit architectural excellence and improve
the overall quality of life.
Since the award was launched in
1977, more than 110 projects have
been honoured and more than
9,000 building projects have been
documented. The 2016 winner is to
be announced in November.
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Are movie theatres coming to Saudi Arabia?
Rob L. Wagner

Jeddah

T

he big question on every
Saudi’s mind following
the formation of the General Authority for Entertainment is whether Saudi
Arabia will allow cinemas, which
have been banned from the kingdom for more than 30 years.
The issue remains a mystery but
General Authority members are actively discussing public screenings
of family-oriented films and sports
events, according to a person familiar with the new authority’s meetings who spoke on the condition
that his name not be published because he is not authorised to release
details.
“They want to start with outdoor
screenings but they don’t want to
call it ‘cinema’ yet,” the source said.
“They will show family movies and
football matches, that sort of thing,
but it hasn’t been confirmed.”

Saudi Arabia,
particularly in more
liberal cities such as
Jeddah, has a vibrant
underground
entertainment
network.
Staging public screenings of films
in cinemas has been rumoured for
years. Malls, since about 2004, have
been constructed with extra space
— now used for bowling alleys and
indoor go-kart tracks — to be transformed when cinemas are allowed
to open. Family-oriented animated
films are occasionally screened outdoors in public areas in Jeddah and
Riyadh but not on a regular basis.
The new government body’s discussions are the first tangible evidence that some form of cinema entertainment is under consideration,
even if at the preliminary stage.
Muhammad Murad, who works
with the Saudi Commission for
Tourism and National Heritage in
Taif to publicise events to attract

tourists, said he welcomes the entertainment authority but he added
that details of its role are vague.
“It’s not clear what kind of entertainment they are talking about,”
Murad said. “Most people will think
that cinemas will be allowed and
that other things that have been
banned before will be opened again
in Saudi Arabia.”

Cinemas have been
banned from the
kingdom for more than
30 years.
Fawaz Kurdi, public relations and
sales executive for Destination KSA,
which publishes lifestyle magazines
in Jeddah, Riyadh and the Eastern
Province, said Destination has been
involved in helping the organisation
identify what kind of activities are
available to Saudis and expatriates.
“We have lots of local events in
technology, fashion, culture and
food among many other activities,”
Kurdi said.
Jou Pabalate, editor of Destination
Riyadh, said the authority is establishing an activity calendar. “They
want to know what is the ideal entertainment for the week,” Pabalate
said.
That type of entertainment includes cultural activities, cycling,
horseback riding, art exhibits, daytrips and, on some level, live entertainment.
Saudi Arabia, particularly in more
liberal cities such as Jeddah, has a
vibrant underground entertainment
network. Private stage plays are routinely performed in north Jeddah,
often in a private residence or a lowkey restaurant venue. Guests are invited via word-of-mouth or tightly
controlled distribution of flyers.
Concerts and comedy acts are available throughout the city for select,
discreet audiences.
The authority’s work has indicated that it hopes to bring some entertainment out of the shadows and
offered through public announcements in newspapers and magazines.
The motive is financial. Most entertainment will generate revenue

A March 21st file picture shows employees working at the main hall of the Saudi Cultural Centre in
Dammam, 400km east of Riyadh, two days before the opening of a film festival.
and keep entertainment dollars inside Saudi Arabia. An estimated 1.54
million Saudis visited the United
Arab Emirates in 2015. Given that
Saudi Arabia’s 2016 fiscal budget has
a $98 billion deficit, the Saudi government is eager to generate revenue by encouraging Saudis to spend
their tourism money at home.
Felton Alrefaei, a public relations
account executive at the Jeddahbased LeGate, which specialises in
accommodations for haj and umrah services, said that a well-publicised entertainment programme
approved by the Saudi government
would be a boon for foreign and domestic tourists.
“It will be a very brave move to
attract more tourists,” Alrefaei said.
“That spending will be kept inside
Saudi Arabia.”

The Saudi entertainment authority follows the creation earlier this
year of the Ministry of Happiness,
supervised by Minister Ohood alRoumi, in the United Arab Emirates.
The UAE government established
the ministry to streamline government services to UAE citizens who
routinely deal with government entities. By making government more
efficient the ministry hopes to increase customer satisfaction, foster
positivity and create public happiness.
The Saudi programme differs significantly. Although Saudi Deputy
Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman bin Abdulaziz promises more
government transparency, the entertainment authority is less about
happiness and more about generating revenue. At the same time, the

government is responding to Saudis’
complaints that entertainment options in the kingdom are limited to
restaurant dining and visiting malls.
Some Saudis remain sceptical
about the new agency and have
been taking to Twitter with humour.
One Saudi wrote: “Yesterday I was
feeling depressed while walking in
Tahlia Street so the Entertainment
Authority guys grabbed me and
started tickling me until I passed out
from laughing!”
Another Saudi on Twitter wrote:
“The Authority should punish offenders by forcing them to push
swings in parks… It is punishment
and entertainment at the same
time.”
Rob L. Wagner is an Arab Weekly
contributor based in Saudi Arabia.

Mashrou’ Leila, Lebanon’s controversial music band
Nadine Sayegh

Amman

C

ontroversial,
beloved,
rebellious and scandalous are terms that best
describe Lebanese band
Mashrou’ Leila, which
was barred from performing in Jordan in April, a decision that was
reversed when the band’s fans reacted in an uproar.
Mashrou’ Leila is a collective of
five musicians whose music is a fusion of pop and politics representing the voice of disenchanted Arab
youth. Band members owe their
popularity to a bold transgression
of traditional boundaries, with lyrics focused on sensitive issues such
as homosexuality, premarital relations, the institution of marriage
and political instability.

Having a gay lead
singer was seen as one
of the reasons
Jordanian authorities
cancelled the band’s
scheduled April 26th
performance in
Amman.
Having a gay lead singer was seen
as one of the reasons Jordanian
authorities cancelled the band’s
scheduled April 26th performance
in Amman, prompting fans to protest what was perceived as a cultural ban.
The incident gained traction
and Mashrou’ Leila’s supporters in
other countries, including Egypt
and its native Lebanon, came to the

band’s defence.
“We had no idea we would get
that kind of international support. It’s really very humbling to
be reminded of the power of an
audience. It’s also beautiful to see
a band’s audience mobilise and
transform into a political body that
way,” the band’s lead singer, Hamed
Sinno, said.
The band had explained that
the official justification given for
the ban was that the performance
would have been at odds with what
the Ministry of Tourism viewed as
the “authenticity” of the site, despite the fact that the group had
performed at the same venue three
times previously.
“We also have been unofficially
informed that we will never be allowed to play again anywhere in
Jordan due to our political and religious beliefs and endorsement
of gender equality and sexual
freedom,” Mashrou’ Leila said in a
statement.
As there was no physical manifestation of the audience’s protests,
some may call it a case of “armchair activism” or more quaintly
“slacktivism”, to designate internet
activism.
The incident received ample international media attention. While
the headlines were eager to use the
lead singer’s sexual preference to
pique interest and frame the story
in that light, some fans were ready
with a rebuttal.
One such fan, Raja Farah, took to
Facebook to write: “I’m happy that
Mashrou’ Leila are getting the coverage they deserve regarding the
Jordan fiasco but it really angers
me to see how eager Western media
is to cover stories of homophobia,

Hamed Sinno (R) and Ibrahim Badr of Lebanese alternative rock
band Mashrou' Leila perform in Bourges, central France, on April
26, 2015.
portraying it as something foreign
and barbaric, without any kind of
self-criticism. The Jordan decision
is homophobic, true, and it should
be covered as such. But it should
not be covered as something that
only happens in the Middle East. It
happens absolutely everywhere in
the world, unfortunately.”
It was due to the uproar and the
support of international media that
the Jordanian government overturned its decision two days after
the initial cancellation.
“I don’t think it has directly to do
with us as activists or musicians. I

think it was the context. We’ve seen
censorship and control on the rise
across the entire region. I think this
was just one incident that broke the
camel’s back but it’s definitely not
isolated,” said Sinno.
Sinno explained that Mashrou’
Leila faced similar challenge in
Lebanon. “Someone from the (Beirut) municipality tried to cancel our
show on the grounds that ‘deviants’
should not be allowed to perform,”
he said. “We played the show anyway.”
With increased restrictions imposed on young people and their

communication channels, it is becoming increasingly difficult to
analyse what trajectory the region
is taking, said Dina Matar, associate head of Media Studies and
senior lecturer at London University’s School of Oriental and African
Studies.
“At a time of serious political
turmoil in the Middle East, some
of which is caused by a lack of understanding and acceptance of the
other, due to differences over race,
identity, religion, sect, etc., banning alternative cultural products
and efforts to give voice to marginalised communities sends a wrong
message to populations. The risk
of further segregation through this
governmental decision and those
like it are a threat to the Arab population,” Matar said in a Skype interview.
“Such a message would suggest
that it is permissible to continue
the ‘marginalising’ process, which
makes it even harder to tolerate differences. In addition, in places like
Jordan where patriarchal systems
are the norm, these policies can
only serve to institutionalise and
normalise marginalisation.”
As proved by the outcry behind
Mashrou’ Leila, more Arab young
people are moving against the grain
imposed upon them by governments. This incident of “slacktivism” turned activism shines a new
light on the Arab population with
the hope that it continues to strike
through against the ever-growing
darkness of censorship.
Nadine Sayegh is a freelance
journalist based between Dubai
and Beirut, focusing on society,
culture and regional politics.
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Ma’In hot springs: Jordan’s natural spa

Palestinian territories:
Through May 27th

Reem Sharaf Edden

The ninth Palestine Festival of
Literature takes place across
historic Palestine, including the
Ottoman Court in Ramallah, the
Adam Hotel in Gaza, Dar al-Tifl
in Jerusalem, Al-Midan Theatre
in Haifa, Municipal Library Gardens in Nablus and Bethlehem
University. The festival includes
free public events, such as readings, workshops, music performances and debates, meetings
with authors and artists and
visits to historic sites.

Sowayma, Jordan

M

a’In hot springs are
nestled
between
steep mountains of
Mount Nebo, where
tradition has it that
Moses saw the Promised Land and
the Dead Sea, the lowest point on
Earth and the world’s saltiest lake
separating Jordan from Israel and
the Palestinian territories.
A half-hour drive east of the Dead
Sea via a zigzag panoramic mountain road, a lush area suddenly appears, breaking the monotonous
arid scenery before a warm mist
gently pats visitors’ skin.
Water can be heard splashing
from the springs before it is actually seen falling from atop one of
the mountains. The water is so hot
in some areas that it can be uncomfortable to walk under.
Jordanian housewife Rawia
Atasi said she had hesitated about
taking the trip to Ma’In, which
was recommended for treating her
husband’s skin disease, because of
previous experiences.
Atasi said she visited the area 20
years ago when it lacked adequate
facilities such as outdoor washrooms or a seating area under the
springs for families. At the time,
the area attracted a mix of people,
including single men, making it difficult for sensitive conservative
women to remove their clothes
and make full use of the minerals
in the naturally hot water.

Thousands of
bathers visit
each year to
enjoy the
mineral-rich
waters of the
hyper-thermal
waterfalls.
“This time, I and my husband
spent three memorable days in the
spas and we would like very much
to come back again,” she said. “The
place is completely renovated and
it’s well worth to visit.”
Atasi said she was specifically
surprised to be warmly greeted by
staff members at the locally run
resort hotel in the area. “The smiling faces were enough to remove
previous misperceptions about the
inhospitable demeanour of some

Agenda

Rabat:
Through May 28th
The 15th Mawazine Festival
takes place in Rabat, featuring
international and local performances. The 2016 edition
includes international artists
and bands such as Chris Brown,
Alma De Tango, Kadim Al Sahir
and Trio Joubran.

(Credit: Photographer Nader Daoud)
A view of the hot water springs falling from a mountain top as tourists swim in a nearby hotel at a
Jordanian resort.
Jordanians,” she said.
“The beautiful scenery and
health services available in the
spa, including skin treatment massages, using hot oils, salty water
rich with minerals and even mud
from the Dead Sea were just perfect and we pampered ourselves,”
she said.
Western tourist reviews on the
internet describe the location as
“superb”, the spa as “charming”,
rooms at a nearby resort hotel as
“comfy” and the springs as “splendid”.
Ma’In is mainly known for the
health benefits of its mineral hot
springs and waterfalls in treating
skin diseases, arthritis, respiratory, colon and bone illnesses, according to skin specialist Dr Wisam
Habahiba.
“What distinguishes the Ma’In
hot springs is that it originates
from cracks within the rocks. It
is 100% natural and includes no
chemical elements, which makes
it most suitable in the treatment of
skin diseases,” he said.
“The place combines two advantages: the spring water and the
sun, a natural source of vitamin D.
Those two elements help moisten
the skin considerably. Benefits to
the skin are multiplied by oil massages available in the resorts.”

Ma’In features several springs
with varying temperatures but
they are similar in constitution of
natural minerals such as sodium,
calcium, chloride, radon and carbon dioxide. The temperature in
some springs can reach up to 63
degrees Celsius; others are about
36 degrees.
Thousands of bathers visit each
year to enjoy the mineral-rich waters of the hyper-thermal waterfalls, which originate from winter
rainfalls in the highland plains of
Jordan and eventually feed 109
springs in the valley. The water is
heated by underground lava fissures as it makes its way through
the valley before emptying into the
Zarqa river.
Amman resident Shireen alSayed has become a regular visitor
to Ma’In springs, a favourite family
weekend escape.
“We were used to spending holidays on the Dead Sea or travelling
abroad. However, for a change, we
decided to visit Ma’In springs after
a number of our friends described
the place to us and the benefits of
the springs as well as the natural
beauty of the area,” she said.
Sayed said she was not disappointed. “The spectacular mountain views and the waterfalls, combined with the superb service, the

delicious food and the tranquillity make the place unique among
touristic attractions. In addition to
the springs, there are caves filled
with hot water rich in sulphate,
which makes them natural saunas,” she said.
George Siouty, general manager
of one of the spa resorts in Ma’In,
points out that the springs have
been known for their health benefits since Roman times. “This
place has been singled out for the
past 2,000 years for the ability of
its water to cure skin diseases.
People come to our resort to cure
their bodies and souls, since the
Ma’In hot springs include 16 minerals and it is totally free from any
chemical,” he said.
Sayed has already planned her
family’s summer vacation and will
not need to worry about getting
visas to visit foreign destinations.
“I will repeat my visit to the Ma’In
springs next month with the start
of the school holidays, and it will
always be among my first priorities
as a vacation destination.
“Many countries have a seaside,
but not all countries have Ma’In
hot springs,” she said.
Reem Sharaf Edden is a Jordanian
journalist specialising on water
issues.

Beirut:
Through May 31st
Oriental Nights at Feb30 celebrates oriental Arabic music
every Tuesday from 9pm until
2am at Feb30, Alleyway, Hamra.

Marrakech:
June 1st-30th
One of the oldest festivals in
Morocco, the Marrakech Festival
of Popular Arts and Folklore
showcases Moroccan traditional
music, dance and costumes.
Visitors are invited to attend
concerts, exhibitions and street
troupe performances.

Dubai:
June 2nd-4th
The Merry Wives of Windsor by
William Shakespeare will take
place at Dubai Community Theatre and Arts Centre. Produced in
honour of the 400th anniversary
of Shakespeare's death, the plot
follows the antics of larger-thanlife Falstaff, who tries to swindle
money out of two prominent
housewives in Windsor only to
find himself being outwitted by
them.

Beiteddine:
July 8th- August 9th
The Beiteddine Art Festival in
picturesque Beiteddine in the
Chouf mountains, includes a
variety of performances from
opera and concerts to theatre
and art exhibitions. The festival
welcomes more than 50,000
visitors, as well as numerous
star performers. Buika, Seal and
Kadim Al Sahir are to perform at
this year’s festival.

Byblos:
September 8th-12th
The Lebanon Latin Festival takes
place in Edde Sands with more
than 90 artists from around
the world. Dance workshops
and performances will be given
in Salsa, Bachata, Kizomba,
cha cha cha, hip-hop, Samba,
Lambada, Oriental, Dabke and
Afro-Cubano.

We welcome submissions of
calendar items related to
cultural events of interest
to travellers in the Middle
East and North Africa.
(Credit: Photographer Nader Daoud)
A general view of the arid area outside the Ma'In hot springs are situated between the steep mountains of Madaba and the Dead Sea, the
saltiest lake in the world located in the globe’s lowest point.
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